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Seabury, Jarvis to Close in 2007
Plan for renovation displaces departments, first-years
Sam Lin
Faculty offices will have to be relocated as a result of major reconstruction in Seabury and Jarvis beginning May 2007.
By SAN-EOU LAN
STAFF WRITER
President Jimmy Jones
announced last weel' that both
mextensive reconstruction that will
result in them being closed from
May of 2007 until September of
2008. The move will force at least
four departments and much of the
freshmen class to temporarily relo-
cate.
The announcement outlining a
future renovation of Jarvis and
Seabury has raised concern,
although the actual reconstruction
is not eminent. Jones commented
that "no firm decisions have been
made ... but the roof and dormer
work for Jarvis alone will take 14
months." He noted that a definite
construction date would be set
after firm estimates were given
for the renovation of Seabury and
Jarvis.
A major issue is the matter of
housing for incoming students and
offices for the faculty in Seabury.
As Jarvis is the largest freshmen
dorm on campus, close to 200 stu-
dents could be displaced. Seabury
is home to the History, Political
«S^i<enoe£'' "Modern" J Language-
Departments as well as the
Registrar.
Jones announced that "[the
College] will have to use every
available space ori campus."
However, he also emphasized that
it is too early to note whether
upperclassman dorms would be
converted into freshman dorms, or
will freshmen have to have resi-
dence off campus on Crescent
Street. Faculty and staff in Seabury
though will not have to worry
about their place during renova-
tion, as President Jones went on to
state that he hopes to use "the
CPTV building space for the aca-
demic departments now in
Seabury." It is undecided whether
residents living along Crescent St.
would have to be evicted to make
room for incoming students, as
President Jones notes that "it is too
early in the review of the master
plan to make any comments."
Director of Facilities Sally
Katz stated that during the summer
the dormers [of Jarvis] that shifted
and gaps could be seen."
A team of various experts were
brought in to evaluate the building,
concluding that complete restora-
tion would be inevitable. She noted
problems such as the current roof,
which has been there since 1984,
and gutters that have not been
replaced for decades. Katz added
that "this investigation is still on-
going," and to further stabilize the
building "[the College] is currently
evaluating all of our buildings to
determine which ones are most in
need of maintenance this coming
summer." She assured that these
conditions will continue to be
updated to "help us set [the
College's] maintenance budget
see JARVIS on page 4
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Donalyn Elder
1979 - 2006
By LINDSAY NORTH
SENIOR EDITOR
Donalyn Elder '07 passed
away on Jan. 25. Since then, the
Elder family has confirmed that
Donalyn took her own life.
However, the way her life ended
was not indicative of the rest of
her life.
An excellent student as well as
a poet, Donalyn was an inspiration
to those who knew her. "Donalyn
was the kind of student that makes
you love what you do," noted
Associate Dean of Students Ann
Reuman. "She was inquisitive,
curious, and bright." These
remarks were echoed by other
professors of hers, including her
advisor, Associate Professor of
Economics and Public Policy
Andrew Gold. "Donalyn was a
student of simply extraordinary
promise; she was not your ordi-
nary Trinity student" he said.
Professor Gold also shared a story
that exemplified Donalyn's intelli-
gence. He was grading the first
examinations in his • Urban
Economics class and read
Donalyn's paper. Gold remembers
that it was the best response he
had seen in his thirty years of
i1- "-'Tti
Courtesy of the Elder Family
teaching. Excited by the response,
he shared Donalyn's response
with a colleague, Professor of
Economics Adam Grossberg, who
responded, "That's what it's all
about."
Donalyn was also an extraor-
dinary person outside of the class-
room. She had an avid interest in
poetry, and although she was an
Economics major, she pursued her
interests in literature outside of a
formal classroom setting. Some of
her favorite poets included e.e.
cummings and T.S. Eliot. She also
see DONALYN on page 4
Displays Art at AAC
Colorful drawings
and sculpture
based on inkblots
By JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS EDITOR
This past Thursday, the
Widener Gallery at the Austin Arts
Center welcomed the artist
Constance Lowe, an Associate
Professor in Studio Art at the
University of Texas at San
Antonio, to open her exhibit
"nether land." Lowe's exhibit con-
sists of striking, colorful works
that are meant to resemble inkblots
to the viewers.
The audience can interpret
these works in many ways - they
can try to discern images within
the "inkblots," as one would do
with the Rorschach inkblot tests, or
perhaps they might look at the
works as abstract drawings that are
not to necessarily meant be broken
down into one or several hidden
images, But no matter how the
viewer perceives at the works,
there is no denying the amazing
skill and dedication of the artist
and the remarkable beauty of each
piece.
"nether land" is composed of
two types of works: four of the
works are made from hand cut and
arranged pieces of multi-colored
wool felt, while the remaining
seven pieces are drawings done
with colored pencil on frosted
acetate drafting paper. Lowe
explains that she draws on and col-
or's both sides of the drafting paper
in order "to both intensify and
change the color."
:
 v.
Sam Lin
Constance Lowe (right) discusses her
work with a visitor at her exhibit
"nether land." .•'•••.-
While each work might just
look like a mere inkblot, there is a
great deal of careful work and
artistry that goes into every piece:
Lowe creates each drawing by
tracing inkblots, making them can-
vas-sized, and then meticulously
hand colors them. Getting up close
to each work reveals the amazing
detail of the coloring.
There are several fascinating
similarities and differences
between the works in the two dif-
ferent mediums. Both types man-
age to retain the basic inkblot
theme and are also both very color-
ful. However, the felt works lose
the careful delicacy of the colored
pencil works. At the same time, the
colored pencil drawings. do not
have the same awe-inspiring pres-
ence that the enormous felt works
see. COLORFUL on page 16
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From the Editors ...-.
With the budget cuts and financial deficits that the
College faces this year, the administration looks to the next
application round for possible solutions. It is clear this year
more than ever that the College is. not need-blind. With this
comes the reputation that Trinity has for being the epitome
of a preppy, ubub^le'l,QQUpgeJ^lg^s]^iku&.i^ -a,problem, for
the diversity that the College seemed to so desperately
crave years ago, but has now taken a backseat to the cur-
rent financial instability. But now, it seems like this "bub-
ble" reputation could be the quick fix that the administra-
tion is looking for during this next admissions process.
It is clear from the last admissions process that there
was a willingness to accept students who could pay full
tuition above students who could add diversity to the
College (see statistics box in the Sept. 20 issue). These stu-
dents that the school favored generally came from high
schools that were like Trinity — small, secluded, private
schools. These small high schools, like Trinity, were most-
ly far-removed from urban development, even if only figu-
ratively, which placed them in the position of being "bub-
ble" schools. These students who can pay the full tuition
are therefore attracted to a college that reminds them of
their high schools, in other words, they are drawn to
Trinity's "bubble" reputation. They are attracted to the
familiarity, but they are also attracted to the safety factor
that is often associated with this type of school. Trinity's
isolated character is therefore perpetuated through its con-
tinuous reputation that it has among prospective students.
The fact that the College continues to accept the majority
of these "bubble" applicants discourages non-"bubble" stu-
dents to apply to the school. These sheltered applicants are
a quick fix to the College's financial struggle, but it will
prove inadequate for the future of the College's diversity
foundation and its integration into Hartford.
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Prof Gives Props
to Squash Hero
To the Editor,
It was an ironic contrast, the
gentlemanly, decisive, exuberant
victory of Gustav Detter over
Princeton's Goliath, number one
squash player to save the
evening for Trinity in compari-
son to the boorish behavior of a
minority of Trinity student fans
requiring admonition from our
coach.
Coach, hats off to you and for
Gustav, champagne and skoal.
For those outish students, the
door.
PROFESSOR
ANDREW GOLD
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
AND PUBLIC POLICY
TRINITY COLLEGE
Good Fences Make
Good Neighbors
To the Editor,
This well-known aphorism
from Robert Frost's poem,
"Mending Wall," does not appear
to be the regular incantation of
most Trinity students. On the
contrary, many students maintain
the argument that student Joe
Tarzi '08 delineated in his
Opinions article last week enti-
tled "Fence . Creates Ugly
Border." Tarzi asserts that our
fence portrays us "as a commu-
nity afraid of the city." In my
dissenting point of view, 1 think
the structure clearly stands to
mark our college as a private
entity and we deserve to be rec-
ognized as such. We are more
than simply a section of streets in
the. south end of the city.
The inherent right of any pri-
vate structure to have definable
borders is observed every day of
our lives. Why should Trinity
College be held to a different
expectation? In some cases, a
fence is designed to keep people
out. However, this is not the
objective of the fence that only
partially surrounds our campus.
There are visible and sporadic
openings on every side of the
campus. The mere purpose of
this fence is to encourage respect
among those who visit as well as
to streamline the entering and
exiting traffic. In one of the
worst cities in the country for
crime (don't believe, see for
yourself), are we as an institution
not entitled to protect ourselves?
It was quite interesting that Mr.
Tarzi failed to mention that
Trinity is officially an open cam-
pus. He, like many students,
paints an exaggerated picture of a
completely zenophobic, racist,
college community in which we
prohibit outsiders from entering.
Although the vast majority of the
visitors to our campus come with
legitimate intentions of which we
welcome and encourage, we must
retain the right to protect our-
selves from those who do not.
Lastly, Tarzi claims that this
fence creates a false sense of
security, yet the crime statistics
indicate the antithesis. According
to seventeen-year veteran
Campus Safety Officer Bryan
Killian, "The erection of the par-
tial fencing at the bottom of
Vernon Street and along Broad
Street has verifiably reduced
criminal activity by non-Trinity
students. You can check the crime
statistics for yourself!"
Trinity's border is not at all con-
tradictory of our values or com-
mitment to the Hartford commu-
nity, just as the library policy that
requires non-students to sign-in
is not racist as student Ben-
Schacht incessantly proclaims.
Our urban engagement programs
are thriving and will continue
that way. The crux of the matter
is Trinity is a private institution
and the students come first. Any
realist would substantiate the
inherent right of a private institu-
tion to maintain a respected bor-
der and any realist would not be
offended by such border, espe-
cially when it is a porous border
like ours.
I am glad our school has a some-
what recognizable border and I
would argue for more if it were
feasible.'Learning should take
place in a safe environment and
attending a private institution
should entitle that. We should not
have to be subjected to or be
apprehensive about the aberrant
dangers that exist in this city
while we are focusing on our
education.
Perhaps one day your dream
will come true when the borders
Will disappear and all
Hartfordians can come and go,
check out books from our library,
use our gym, sleep in our dorms,
take our classes, eat in our dining
facilites, and attend our parties
all because everything must be
fair. When that day comes, I hope
I will have graduated because any
institution without borders-is no
different than the United States
without borders, and we have
seen what detrimental effects that
has had on this nation.
JORDAN A. FISHER
CLASS OF 2008
One Week
Add/Drop Needed
To the Editor,
Ed Walters opinion on the
brevity of the Add/Drop period
needs to be countered with a
look at the the educational diffi-
culties that even a one week
period creates. With • only 13
weeks of classes, a two week
period would mean that some
students would show up in my
class when it was nearly 20 per-
cent over. Students would arrive
at the half way point to the first
hour exam. In lab courses they
would have missed two weeks of
labs and it would be virtually
impossible to make up this work.
Students who arrive one week
into a course have at least • a
fighting chance of catching up
but a student arriving at the end
of the second week would be at a
distinct disadvantage. The only
way to solve the problem would
be for faculty members to avoid
any real material in the first two
weeks.
That would mean that students
still would not know much about
the course by the time they n,ee4t
ed to commit to their schedules.
It would further diminsh the
quality of education and inflate
its cost. We used to provide 15
weeks of classes and that has
been reduced to 13. If we drop to
II weeks of material, students
will be the only ones who suffer.
"As far as forcing students to be
liars and actors, these may be
useful skills for students to learn
for the workplace. I don't con-
done lying, but the skill of con-
vincing people to let you into a
course is a great preparation for
life.
Cheers
PROFESSOR
DAVID HENDERSON
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
TRINITY COLLEGE
Upcoming Career Services Application Deadlines
217* WMrU*mmy & G*» Jr. Research Analyst
As a North American Knowledge Center Junior Analyst, you will
help provide research and information services to McKinsey's manage-
ment consultants; Provides a great opportunity for advancementl
A f i i t n a EECammaek Group School
This is a premier one-year, fast-track training program for Aetna s fu-
:ure safes leaders, it is the #1 career path opportunity for new hires!
2f8s Bateoii Capital Hgmt. Ras^ MAsMiate
Babson Capital is searching for research associates to join their fixed
income investment team. They will support two senior credit analysts
covering a variety of industries.
2f1Ti TmekfafMmmlm CopMamber
Corps members work for two years as full-time, paid teachers in urban
and rural schools.
7: Lutron Electronics AssLProductfMariaiMgr.M awwiMwas Hawwwwinw ( M m i ivwwuunnsn»i»M•ing the market and cultivating new customers is one of the most
important jobs at Lutron, Within these positions, you will be leading that
effort for one or multiple Lutron products.
FOR MORE INFO ON THESE JOBS: http://trincoll.erecruitina.com
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Search for Dean of Applications Decrease by 500
the Faculty Begins
By CHRISTINA RAMSAY
NEWS WRITER
Trinity College has begun its
search for a permanent Dean of the
Faculty to replace Interim Dean
Frank Kirkpatrick.
A committee of faculty mem-
President appointed the committee
from that list" explained Associate
Professor of Fine Arts Pablo
Delano, a member of the commit-
tee. The search committee's main
job is to identify what qualities
Trinity is looking for in its new
"[The role of the] search committee is
to identify the strongest possible candi-
date, and: persuade nim or her to come
to Trinity 7*
-- Cheryl Greenherg, Sec. of Faculty
bers has been formed to review the
applications and select candidates to
interview in the spring. The com-
mittee is comprised of the President
and faculty members from various
departments. "The Faculty
Conference, which is elected by the
faculty, prepared a list of names of
people they felt were qualified to
serve on the search, then the
dean. Cheryl Greenberg, Secretary
of the Faculty and vice chair on the
search committee said "I think that
all of us on the search committee
share a single role; to identify the
strongest possible candidate, and
persuade him or her to come to
Trinity." A strong candidate is very
see FACULTY on page 5
Interim Dean of the Faculty Frank Kirkpatrick.
Liz Johnson
By JAMES THALER
STAFF WRITER
The total number of applica-
tions for admission to the College is
down eight percent this year,
according to the Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid
Larry Dow. The Office of
Admissions has received approxi-
mately 5,200 applications, below
last year's record-setting mark of
about 5,700. At this time, there
does not appear to be any substan-
tial or definitive cause for the
decline, though the drop could be
attributed to a combination of fac-
tors.
Dow offered several conjec-
tures as to why numbers are down
this year, notably citing a reduced
budget for promotional mailings
and literature. "The mail campaigns
tend to be something that gets the
word out about Trinity [to prospec-
tive students] who don't know
much about it," said Dow. "We did
know earlier in the year, when all
offices were being asked to look
critically at their operating budget
and try to look hard to see if they
could eliminate anything without
undermining anything too funda-
mental."
The promotional mailings were
one . of the aspects of' the
Admissions budget to be reduced.
"We identified a couple of direct
mail efforts that are pretty expen-
sive but do contribute to the appli-
! cant pool and the prospect pool,
and we certainly wanted to do our
part [regarding the budget],"
explained Dow. "In cutting our
budget a bit, we did expect we
might lose some ground on our
application count. Those mailings
were meant to generate interest on a
Sam Lin
The Admissions Building, where fewer applications than last year arrived.
wider scale. We were pleased with
that having been done that we still
came in with a good solid number."
When asked if issues the
College is confronting - its current
financial constraints, the Long
Walk appearance throughout the
fall, or the College's drop in survey
poll — may have contributed to the
"The ups and downs of application
counts can sometimes reflect an
institutional circumstance of vari-
ous types; we don't sense that any
particular issue at Trinity acted as
any general detriment to what we're
trying to do."
An additional factor Dow sug-
gested that may have had some
"The year is going to turn out to be up
and down for everyone ... But in our sit-
uation we know why we may have
expected not to be up.
—Larry Dow, JDean of Admissions
fewer number of applications, Dow
responded, "Occasionally there are
questions about the budget at
Trinity, but we have felt that it's not
been an overriding concern and
hasn't come up all that much. I don't
think we got any question or one
reaction to the Long Walk that we
could pick up on." Dow added,
influence on the number of appli-
cants was moving the College's
application deadline from Jan. 15 to
Jan. \. "1 don't know if there is any
significance to [the move]," said
Dow. "But it is a two week shift
where one could go into conjecture
see SMALLER on page 5
Mentor Program Lowers Pay, Raises Expectations
ByALECMacCOLL
NEWS WRITER
As the Class of 2010 moves into
dorms next fall, something will be
missing: their mentors. This week
Dr. Margaret Lindsey, head of the
First Year Program, presented a
major restructuring of the role of
mentors in the program to PRIDE
leaders, Residential Life staff and
faculty involved with the gover-
nance of the First Year Program.
"We realized there were some issues
[with the program] that we wanted
to address," said Lindsey. "We knew
the program wasn't perfect, so the
question was, '[what] can we do to
fix it?'"
Under the new plan, mentors
will no longer live in first-year
dorms with their students. They will
be free to live anywhere on campus.
Consequently, the program will pay
mentors $500 for the fall term, com-
pared to the $3000, they received this
year. Lindsey said about $2500 of
the mentors' pay compensated them
for living with freshmen, similar to
what RAs make for their duties.
Most mentors will stay on for the fall-
semester only, as opposed to the full
year the program currently requires.
They will receive one credit for their
fall term work. Mentors will also
take a required half credit course
during the fall term to give them the
tools to help their freshmen academ-
ically. "At the moment, in the life of
Trinity College," Lindsey stressed,
"it is very important that mentors be
part of a student's academic transi-
tion from high school to college."
Each first year seminar has a
budget of $800. Beginning next year
each mentor will also have his or her
own budget of $250. While the
money is intended for out of class
group activities, the mentor will
have complete control over its use.
Mentors have lived in first-year
dorms since 1996, when they first
became a part of the First Year
Program seminars. The founding
idea behind adding mentors was an
attempt to pay attention to the'
"whole student" and his or her tran-
sition from high school to college. In
the following years Residential Life
and First Year Program staff began
to realize the ambiguous position of
mentors in freshmen dorms between
disciplinarian and academic tutor.
"Whenever you have a position like
a mentor, with kind of a dual role,
you're going to run into problems,"
said Director of Campus Life Amy
DeBaun.
Dr. Lindsey worked with
DeBaun and Associate Director of
Residential Life Susan Salisbury to
find a solution. They determined that
taking the mentors out of freshmen
dorms would help define the role of
mentor and RA for first year stu-
dents and allow both to do their jobs
better. "I certainly wouldn't say
[RAs and mentors] are in conflict
now," noted Lindsey. "But they have
very different jobs, and we think if
we separate the two and leave the
responsibility of the dorm communi-
ty to the RAs they'll both be better
off." . •. .
The restructuring changes the
zJohnson
nature of the mentor position in a
way that Lindsey and Interim Dean
of Faculty Frank Kirkpatrick hope
will attract more juniors and seniors
to the program. Lindsey says that 75
to 80 percent of mentors tell her
they're completely satisfied with
their role in the seminar. "The only
complaint I get, and really it's sel-
dom that I hear this, is sometimes
[mentors] don't feel like they're
given a big enough role in class,"
she commented. While Lindsey
leaves what happens in the glass to
the faculty, she believes the mentors'
new $250 discretionary budget will
increase their interaction with stu-
dents outside of class. ,
The changes will also free up the
mentors' living situation. "Although
the mentors have been a very good
resource in our FY halls, some of
them may look forward to living
with their friends and fellow class-
mates," said Salisbury. Current men-
tor David Stricoff '06, who was
given a single in Jones, agrees. "I
think the changes are wonderful," he
said. "I found that the biggest draw-
back to mentoring was living by
myself. Living with the freshmen is
not actually that bad, however, liv-
ing without roommates is."
Because the program requires
only a fall semester commitment,
mentors will now be able to go
abroad during the spring. They'll
also receive a full credit in the fall,
instead of a half credit for each term.
Distributing the credit over two
Will the restructuring of the Mentoring program make opportunities like this history? see MAJOR on page 6
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Jarvis, Seabury Set Donalyn Elder Remembered
to Close for Year
Will Cyphers
The CPTV building may soon house offices that are currently located in
Seabury.
continued from page 1 with this regardless of anything."
Students, on the other hand,
show various opinions concerning
the renovation. Xavier Sandoval '09,
a current resident of Jarvis, shows
indifference to the construction, not-
ing "as long as the construction does
not hamper transportation on the
Long Walk, I look forward to a new
and improved Jarvis."
Other Jarvis residents, however,
take great offense to the reconstruc-
tion. Tarun Gulati '09 notes
"Personally, hearing about the
reconstruction and closing of Jarvis
and schedule." She went on to add
that the college is being aided in the
review process by architects, as the
"College explores new facilities for
the sciences and the arts."
President Jones discussed his
own dream to "take Jarvis back to
the Burgess's original plans of stu-
dent.- suites." If this dream is
achieved, than current Jarvis resi-
dents can live in a better Jarvis when
it is completed. He went on to
explain that he hopes to "use the
eias^oom Spice ini SfeaBWy:tafficalft-'':
ly different ways," including smart
and digital classrooms. Before
going on, he assured that these are
only preliminary ideas, and a "reali-
ty check" would be needed before
committing to anything. Dean of
Students Frederick Alford noted that
decisions will be'made "ultimately
with an eye to make the best long
term decisions for the use of the
campus and to make each step along
that path purposeful."
Jones explained that "the board
of trustees will have to vote to
undertake a project that may well
cost $25 million." Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid Larry
Dow has assured that "reconstruc-
tion will have no direct effect on the
financial aid budget," which will
quell many concerns from the stu-
dents.
Many current students worry
that, the number of students admitted.
will be cut to compensate for the
construction; however, the
Admissions Office assures that this •
is not the case. Dow explained that
"current plans call for no changes in
the target number of 570 for the next
first-year class," insuring that
Trinity will not decline students
because of structural issues. Another
problem to overcome is the attrac-
tion of students to Trinity during a
time when construction will hamper
Trinity's image. Dow assured that
"construction is not unusual at many
colleges and universities," going on
to explain that "many visitors see
construction as an indication of for-
ward progress."
Faculty members that have
offices in Seabury are optimistic
about the reconstruction. According
to Professor Naogan Ma of the
Modern Languages Department, "I
feel that if the experts say that this
reconstruction is necessary, than it is
necessary." She went on to state that
"[faculty members] will have to deal
shows doubt about the administra-
tion's ability to fit the residents of
Jarvis somewhere else, citing that
"some rooms [in Jarvis] unfortu-
nately had to triple up in doubles
this year." With the Admissions
Office admitting the same number
of students as usual, this could
become a problem. He went on to
stress that Jarvis does have prob-
lems; however, its shortcomings are
what makes it a great dorm. "Jarvis
does have issues...these problems
are being dealt with." He also cited
the central location of Jarvis, which
adds to the freshmen experience.
"The one thing we freshmen love
.about Jarvis is its central location...
if Jarvis is shut down, it will incon-
venience and disappoint countless
incoming freshmen next year."
Although the final construction date
is not set, the debate surrounding it
has only begun.
continued from page 1
founded a poetry group in
Hartford, where members could
come together and share poems
they had written and others they
loved.
This willingness to share and
help others was characteristic of
Donalyn. After the tsunami devas-
tated countries in southeast Asia
last year, Hillel organized a "knit-
a-thon" in which Donalyn was an
avid participant. "She was knitting
sweaters, gloves ... really compli-
cated stuff," remembers one partic-
ipant. "Meanwhile, I was sitting
there doing one-purl-one."
Her interest in economics also
stemmed from an interest in help-
ing others. "One of her great goals
was to work for the World Bank
and end poverty," said Professor
Gold.
Several people recalled
Donalyn's interest in the Kripalu
Center, a holistic yoga -retreat
located in Lenox, Mass. Although
she couldn't afford the high cost of
staying at Kripalu, she was deter-
mined to stay there to immerse her-
self in a more spiritual world.
Instead of giving up, she negotiat-
ed with the "head-honchos" at
Kripalu to work for her board.
"She learned ways to slow down
and value herself," said a friend
from the retreat.
Although she struggled with
personal issues, those who knew
Donalyn remember her as having
immense courage and a deep-root-
ed sense of optimism. Dean
Reuman described Donalyn as
being "full of joy ... her joy was |
richer because of her day-to-day I
struggles." Another person said
that she "sparkled with energy and [
light" and that although she was
shy and never one to put herself in
the center of attention, "she was
just a wonderfully sweet, bright,
capable person." Her spirit, cre-
ativity and courage were also men-
tioned repeatedly by those who
knew her.
The qualities that Donalyn pos-
sessed were qualities that ultimate-
ly, enhanced the experience of each
student at Trinity. Her enthusiasm,
her kindness, her intelligence and
her generosity will be missed.
Editor's Note: In the fol-
lowing column is a poem
written by Donalyn.
Campus Safety.Report
The following events took place
between Jan. 31st and Feb. 5th on
campus:
FEBRUARY 4
I At 10 a.m., Campus Safety
received an accident report
involving two Vehicles on Vemon
St. Officers reported a minor
vehicle accident that the Dean of
Students had witnessed. A black
Cadillac, owned by a student,
backed into a silver Honda in
front of Doonesbury on 104-106
Vemon St., The, Honda was
pushed onto the sidewalk, causing
minor' damage. Hartford Police
investigated. No injuries were
reported.
FEBRUARY 5
At 1 a.m. Campus Safety officers
responded to an alcohol related
incident at the Vernon Social
Center. An officer was dispatched
to a bathroom where he found an
intoxicated female. Friends
reported that she had consumed
an undetermined amount of alco-
hol. The student was evaluated by
TCERT and refused to go to a
hospital. She was released back to
her room to friends.
At 8 p.m., Campus Safety was
dispatched to the Raether Library
and Information Technology
Center. Upon arrival, officers
were sent to the office area where
a library employee reported that a
book bag had been stolen from
Peter B's Cafe. Campus Safety
was informed that the person who
stole the bag took several books.
The bag was found, but was miss-
ing books. At this-time the inci-
dent is under investigation by
Campus Safety.
to those who believe
by Donalyn Elder
i.
the end is icarus
the sad persistence of flesh floating on the water
we are gods proved false, rechristened lucifers
the sun burning our wings as we fall from heaven
what pride is there is a few wet feathers
scattered over the ocean's immensity?
2.
we look silly, arms flapping
at the door to our small balcony.
-look!
you say, and smile, your hands on my back
fingers spread over the shoulder blades
-love has bequeathed us wings.
the days alone i do not mind
nor the children who aborted my other dreams
i still read
i still write
singing my poetry to the children at bedtime.
4.
at night i look for you amongst the stars
sometimes i think i can make out the , • .
ice cold silver of your wing slicing the heavens.
5.
i cross my arms over my breast
& let my fingers caress my naked shoulder blades,
wingless.
6.
the carcasses wash upon the shore
the bodies of those who believed
7.
i take one step-
this is falling in love.
News in Brief
Hartford Representative Wins
Powerful Spot
Congressman John Larson became the Vice Chair of the House
Democratic Caucus on Wednesday in a vote by members of the caucus.
Larson, who has represented the Hartford area since 1999, is now the
fourth most powerful Democrat in the House of Representatives. He
beat out Rep. Crowley (N.Y.) and Rep^ Schakowsky (111.) for the posi-
tion. Connecticut has four other representatives in the House, Rob
Simmons (R), Rosa DeLauro (D), Christopher Shays (R) and Nancy
Johnson (R).
Trinity Celebrates the Power of Women
for Black History Month
Trinity will honor Black History Month with a series of events "In
Celebration of the Power of Women." The programming will go
through the month into March and includes movie screenings, a
Valentine's Day dance, a poetry slam and a performance of the Vagina
Monologues among other things. For more information contact Carol
de Best, the Assistant Director of Multicultural Affairs at x4251.
Institute for Secularism plans Supreme
Court Speech
Trinity will host Marc Stem, the assistant executive director of the
American Jewish Congress, who will give a speech called "Church-
State Separation and the New Supreme Court" on Tuesday, February 21
at 4:30 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge. In addition to his role as direc-
tor, Stern also works as the organization's general counsel and co-directs
its Commission on Law and Social Action. He is speaking as a guest of
Trinity's Institute for the Study of Secularism and Society, the Leonard
E. Greenberg Center for the Study of Religion in Public Life, and the
Program on Public Policy and Law.
Buster Olney of ESPN to speak next
Monday at Trinity
Buster Olney, senior baseball writer for ESPN Magazine, a regular con-
tributor on "Baseball Tonight," and author of The Last Night of the
Yankee Dynasty, will be giving a talk at 7 p.m. in McCook Auditorium
on Monday. The talk is titled, "Hot Stove: Talking About Baseball."
Anyone interested in baseball or sports journalism is encouraged to
attend.
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Faculty Committee Formed to Search for New Dean
Liz Johnson
Office of the Dean of the Faculty at end of the Long Walk.
continued from page 3
important to the faculty because as
Professor Masur states "Trinity
The faculty seems to be united
on the qualities that they want in
their boss. They want a Dean of
Faculty who is a distinguished
"Some colleagues ... feel the new
Dean must be someone who hasm a deep
understanding of the core mission of a
liberal arts college."
—Pablo Delano,, Prof, of Fine Arts
needs stability...someone to access
what needs to be done" and lead the
college forward in to the future.
"The search firm of A.T.
Kearney is running the search for
us, under the able leadership of
Shelley Storbeck, one of the best
consultants in the country," said
President Jimmy Jones. The firm
has been hired several times before
to find qualified candidates that
could fit with Trinity's atmosphere
including the hiring of President
Jones. They have a good idea of
what Trinity is looking for and have
already begun publicizing the job
opening as well as contacting
administrators that they believe are
good candidates. Applications are
now available to any interested per-
sonnel in higher education includ-
ing the faculty at Trinity. However,
A.T. Kearny and the search commit-
tee are also looking forward for
external candidates because of the
new perspectives .tji»y»«QidA?foring
to Trinity.
scholar with a strong record of
achievement in his or her discipline,
who understands the mission of a
liberal arts college and is supportive
of innovative programs. He or she is
also expected to be a strong teacher
and administrator, with experience
in academic planning and budget-
ing. Most importantly, the Trinity
staff wants someone who is support-
ive of the faculty and their concerns.
A good Dean of the Faculty is
very important to the professors at •
Trinity. He or she will represent
their interest by being their voice on
administrative decisions. According
to Delano, "Some colleagues who
have approached me feel the new
Dean must be someone who has a
deep understanding of the core mis-
sion of a liberal arts college." In
order to involve the faculty in the
search for the new dean, the Faculty
Secretary had scheduled a faculty
meeting to discuss the concerns of
.the. professors. > •»
The exact responsibilities of the
Dean of Faculty are unknown to
many students. One student
responded "Dean of Faculty? No, I
don't know what he does." Cheryl
Greenberg stated, "The Dean of the
Faculty provides the leadership for
the academic program of the col-
lege. He or she oversees the work-
ings of the curriculum, facilitates
the operation of all the programs
and departments, promotes needed
changes and reforms, and advances
faculty interests in the sense of sup-
porting our research and teaching
needs. Basically, the Dean is the
person who helps faculty do our
jobs better. So a good Dean is cru-
cial to keep Trinity's academic pro-
grams strong, to make it possible for
us to develop new programs, and to
promote our ability to do good
research and produce good scholar-
ship. I think the faculty wants to see
a Dean who will help us move for-
When a Dean of Faculty is chosen,
he or she will be the first to also
hold the title of Vice President for
Academic Affairs. The new Dean
and VP will be responsible for over-
seeing academic departments, pro-
grams, representing the faculty's
interests and being a leader in
implementing Trinity's academic
program.
Kirkpatrick took on the job as
interim Dean on July i, 2004 when
the previous dean W. Miller Brown
retired. According to Secretary of
the College Scott Reynolds,
Kirkpatrick was the perfect person
for the job. He is a Trinity alum, has
taught at Trinity in the Religion
Department for over 35 years and
held administrative roles on almost
every committee. His familiarly
with Trinity and the teaching staff
made him an ideal choice for inter-
"The Dean of the Faculty provides the
leadership for the academic program of
the college ... a good Dean is crucial to
keep Trinity's academic programs
strong."
—Cheryl Greenberg
ward in all those ways, who has a
compelling vision for where we
might go, and has a clear sense of
how to get there." Therefore, the
programs that are offered at Trinity
and the number of courses given
within a certain discipline depend
on the decisions of the Dean of
Faculty.
There are lots of changes in
store for the Trinity community, not
only will there be a new Dean of
Faculty but a reform of Trinity's
governing system will also be taken
place. "The Dean is the number two
person behind the President,"
Reynolds explained; however, in
the past lie was'only a Voting tnem-
ber on the committees he sat on.
Smaller Applicant Pool for 2010
continued from page 3
and say 'Well, students would have
had two more weeks to get a Trinity
application in.' I personally don't
look to that as an explanation, but
those little things [could hold
weight] when you're trying to look
for true analysis."
Because fluctuation is expected
year to year, the lower number of
applicants may not entirely turn out
to be a function of the College.
While Middlebury reported an
astonishing 21 percent increase,
and Williams' admissions office
saw an increase of five percent,
Harvard witnessed a decline of
eight percent.
Remarked Dow, "I think a good
number of institutions are up a bit,
not all of them are. The year is
going to turn out to be up and down
for everyone, probably more up
then dowri. But in our situation we
know why we may have expected
not to be up. We think being at
5,200 is pretty good news."
Students, however, have their
own theories as to why applications
are down this year. "I think the
decline of applications is due to the
fact that we've had four presidents
in the last five years and they all
had their own agenda. When you
have your own agenda, you do what
you want, and not necessarily
what's good for the school," said
Nathan Gravel '07.
Another student, Meghan
Apfelbaurn '08 said, "The College's
budget problems have become
rather public and I think it's kept
people from applying." Paul Jarboe
'07 added: "I don't think the fences
outside of Jarvis helped to attract
students."
Despite a decrease in the total
applicant pool, the Admissions
office received a greater number of
Early Decision (ED) applicants
financial aid side, we feel that we
are going a long way to meeting
most of our foundational targets in
terms of diversity and students in
different areas of the curriculum. It
is in a sense a compromise — 36
percent is not the ideal ~ but we
ttt
'It's
gets
not just a competition of who
the most applications.
ultimately, it's the quaUtu of those
" [that is]really ivhat's criti-applicants
ca
— Larry Dow
than it did last year, with the num-
ber of early applicants this year
topping 400.
Commenting .on this year's
selection process, Dow revealed
that "we have admitted 150 kids in
the first round, which is not the
largest we've admitted for round
one, but pretty close; it's a high
number. We admitted 133 [early]
last year."
Dow explained the impact that
the College's current budget con-
straints would have on the financial
aid offered to next year's class of
first years; "Last year was a class
admitted with an awareness with
some of the pressures on the finan-
cial aid side," acknowledged Dow.
"We are working with the
assumption that we are again going
to be building next year's freshman
class with a target of 36 percent on.
aid, which does represent a slightly
lower target than in previous years,
but the same, as last year,"
explained Dow. "While we are
going through a period where we
are somewhat constrained on the
think it will get either to most of
our goals or very close to those
goals."
Despite the smaller applicant
pool, Dow remains confident in the
promise of next year's freshman
class: "We are getting some very
strong students at the top end. The
top side of the pool does seem very,
very healthy right now. I think we
continue to see improvement in the
diversity of interests. We do see
more students who have an interest
in the arts, participating in city
activities."
In the end, Dow believes that
the Class of 2010 should be judged
on its quality, not its quantity. "It's
not just a competition of who gets
the most applications. Ultimately,
it's the quality of those applicants
[that is] really what's critical. You
could have 10,000 candidates, but
if they're not strong candidates,
you're not going to feel like you're
moving in the right direction, and
we're very encouraged by what
we're seeing in the quality of the
pool."
im dean of the faculty.
Having someone who was
familiar with Trinity was beneficial
because at that time a new President
was also coming in to office. When
Kirkpatrick accepted the position of
interim Dean of Faculty he stated, "I
see one of my main responsibilities
as helping the new president under-
stand and appreciate our faculty,"
explains Kirkpatrick. "What we
value, what our convictions are,
what we are concerned about, and
even what things we are divided
over. I think I represent some insti-
tutional memory of who we are and
what we have been. As an interim
with no interest in continuing the
job, I can be free from the political
factors that might influence the
advice I give him if I were hoping to
be appointed to the job permanent-
Kirkpatrick is well respected by
the Trinity community, especially in
his capacity as Dean. Lou Masur, a
Professor in the American Studies
Department commented on
Kirkpatrick's role over the past two
years. "Kirkpatrick was fundamen-
tal to Trinity. Not only does he
understand [our] institution, he has
guided [our] institution during a
time of change; a new president ...
he kept things stable." Many are
sorry to see him leave this position,
but are grateful that he is still
remaining at Trinity.
So as Dean Kirkpatrick says
farewell to his current position the
Trinity community looks forward
with optimism to the future and to a
new Dean.
News from the NESCAC
HAMILTON: Students taking the Sophomore Seminar "The Natural
and Cultural Histories of the Adirondacks" experienced their subject!
material first hand by hiking through the Adirondacks and Middle
Settlement Lake on Feb 5. They were accompanied by Professors-
Robin Kinnel and Tom Jones. Another group of students is planning
on taking the hike later in the month. Scott Flaherty '08 said, "This
was truly a unique trip. Experiences like these make me glad I chose,
tocome to Hamilton," _,
CONNECTICUT: Connecticut College received an $8 million gi:
from Ruth Rusch Sheppe '40 after her death in January of 2005]
Sheppe, of Chevy Chase, MD., was an attorney and an alumni repfe-)
sentative for Connecticut College. The donation, which will go!
towards the library and financial aid, is the college's third largest gift]
from an individual. Sheppe directed the funds to establish a Sheppe
Scholar program, in which initially four to six top students a year will
receive scholarships to Connecticut College. The donation will alsol
be used to endow a special collection librarian position at the college!
Sheppe was a consistent contributor to the Connecticut College!
Annual Fund and had served as a general representative for the
College's Washington, D.C. Alumni Club. S
AMHERST: The Amherst College Board of Trustees voted inj
January to divest any direct holdings, and refrain from future direct
investment, in nearly two dozen multinational companies whose
business activities have been identified as supporting the Sudanese
government. The Board's decision is part of a broader set of actions
that are designed to encourage change in the Sudan. The College
intends to: support student research or internships with NGOs oi
other organizations that are engaged in efforts to change the genoci-
dal policies of the Sudanese government or to support those directly
impacted by such policies; encourage actions by Amherst faculty and
staff to communicate their concerns about the- Sudanese government!
to managers of investment and retirement pools in which faculty and
staff participate. In researching the issues associated with this deci-j
sion, the Board's Investment Committee noted "clear and mounting!
evidence that the government of Sudan is committing genocide
against the people of its Darfur region."
BOWDOIN: The Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum on the Bowdoinj
College campus is featuring an exhibit that allows Museum visitors
to listen to Arctic winds howl, Greenlandic dog teams yelp, and|
northern people speak, sing, and play sealskin drums with the help oij
an iPod. These sounds are all part of the Museum's first iPod audio!
tour, which guides visitors through its newest exhibit, This),
Extraordinary Paradise: Living in Northwest Greenland. The exhib-j
it, which opened in October 2005, focuses on the Imigbuit people oi
Northwest Greenland. It highlights handcrafted jewelry, ivory carv-
ings, bone tools, toys, and traditional fur clothing from the region.
The 3 5-minute audio tour takes visitors on a guided trip though
Inughuit history, technology, art, and culture. To listen to the tour,
visitors can borrow iPbds and headphone sets at the Museum recep-
tion desk, free of charge. The1 tour is also available as an enhanced
podcast on the Museum Web site, the "Podcasts at Bowdoin"site, oi
in the iTunes Music Store. Anyone with a personal computer and an
Internet connection can take a virtual tour of the gallery from the
comfort of home, or download the tour to a personal iPod and bring
it to the Museum on the Bowdoin College campus.
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Major Changes to First Year Mentoring Program
continued from page 3
terms had sometimes complicated
credit totals for students going after
academic awards.
Senior mentor Sarah
Whittembre who was able to live
help mentors learn to work with the
very diverse array of high school
experiences their freshmen usually
come from.
In mat vein, Area Coordinator
Chrissy Solis believes mentors will
still need to make an effort to leam
"I was surprised, people haven't
come to see me at all, so in that sense it
doesn't really matter if I'm in the dorm
or not."
—Luca Delpuppo eo6
with another mentor, also suggests
that some of these changes could
enhance the program. "I wasn't
going to mentor my junior year
because I wanted to go abroad, and I
know there were other people that
didn't mentor for that reason. I think
getting one credit in the fall is good,
because I do interact with my
mentees a lot, and I feel like one
credit isn't enough for that amount of
time. As for the living situation, my
roommate and I are lucky in that
respect, because living in a single as
a senior can be lonely."
This is a sentiment agreed upon
by Senior Luca Delpuppo. "Living
in a freshman dorm isn't that great,
obviously I'd rather live with my
friends. The money definitely
attracts people. I know the money
helps me out a lot with books and
that kind of thing. So it's a two-
edged sword. But I think the changes
will attract mentors that care a lot
about their mentees' academics —
they won't just be doing it for the
money."
"By moving the mentors out,
we're forcing them to think more
creatively about how to get to know
their students and facilitate group
the restructuring is designed to give
mentors the tools to do this. The new
half credit course, in particular, will
about their mentees' lives. "What
[the restructuring] will change most
is the RA and mentor line of com-
munication," Solis said. "RAs can't
see the student hi the classroom, and
mentors won't see the student's dorm
life, so they'll need to communicate
to both get the picture of the whole
student."
Some mentors are skeptical
about the proposed changes. Andrew
Szilvasy '06 has enjoyed being a
mentor and fears the changes could
undermine the impact of the pro-
gram. "Living in a freshmen dorm,
in my opinion, was a great reward.
While it is noisy and the room is
small, most of the real contact I had
with my mentees took place in the
dormitory, often in unplanned meet-
ings, perhaps in the hallway.
"Having mentors live some-
where else hurts the program
because often times students would
simply come and knock on my door
at any hour, and it did not take much
effort. If the mentor is across cam-
pus, that contact is lost. I think the
$3,000 paid to us made it well worth
living in the dorm, and those men-
tors who cared to connect with their
students, that I know, are upset about
Aatotw«vgfi,ia,tjie program."
He continued, "I think, perhaps,
it will draw more mentors. But I'm
not sure what type. I am not con-
vinced that if more people apply that
the quality will increase. I am
inclined to instead believe that with
the increased quantity there will be a
decrease in quality. That being said,
I hope I am wrong and really do
want to encourage quality students
to apply and take the job so that I am
wrong and so that the FY Program
continues to evolve and become a
success."
Lindsey says the interaction
between mentors and RAs in the
dorm was a driving force behind the
changes, but that their real aim is to
focus more attention on academics.
"This way we're challenging the
mentors to get to know their fresh-
men better academically, better than
they do now." She says the mentor
program seeks candidates that are
passionate about making a differ-
ence in the lives of freshmen. Her
goal is to then put the mentors in a
position to prepare freshmen well
for their college careers.
"hi a world in which high school'
students are groomed just to get into
a good school," Lindsey stated,
"how do we get students to think
critically, when that wasn't necessar-
ily what served them well in high
school?"
Some freshmen, on the other
hand, are ambivalent about the men-
tors' impact. The Tripod met with a
number of freshmen about the role
of their RAs and mentors, many of
whom wished to remain anonymous
due to the sensitive nature of their
comments. Said one student from
Jones, "I don't really talk to our men-
tors. I feel like" they aren't very
good." He turned to Us friends and
they nodded in agreement. When
asked about their RAs he said,
"Yeah, our RA's definitely more
chill about things than our mentor.
He actually hangs out with kids in
the dorm."
A freshman in Funston said,
"My mentor lives on the second
floor and I live on the fourth, so we
don't really cross paths." When
asked if she would seek the mentor
out for help she responded, "No,
there'd be no reason I'd do that."
A freshman in North Campus
admits, "To be honest, I've never
talked to my mentor or RA. I think
the other night when I was stum-
bling back from late night was the
first time I saw my mentor in my
dorm." Two Jarvis residents con-
curred, laughing when asked if they
would consult their mentor in the
dorm. "Yeah, right, the only time
we've talked to our [mentor] in the
dorm is when we see her wandering
around when she's drunk."
Some mentors have also noticed
a lack of interaction between the
freshmen and mentors. Delpuppo
remarked, "No, I was surprised, peo-
ple haven't come to see me at all, so
and $90,000 off the cost of mentors,
though the school will have to
finance the new mandatory fall term
training course. When asked
whether the administration had put
pressure on the First Year Program
to cut its budget, Lindsey adamantly
denied the changes were based on
money. She pointed out that she does
not know how much money the pro-
gram will have next year because the
budget has not been finalized. "But
if we cut a lot out of our budget," she
acknowledged, "you can't expect to
get it all back."
When asked about the factors
that went into the changes, DeBaun
reacted differently. "It's my impres-
sion that was a budget decision," she
said. When told that wasn't exactly
what Dr. Lindsey said, DeBaun
replied, "Well, obviously there's
pressure on everyone to think,
'what's the best way to be spending
your money right now?' We need to
"Well, obviously there's pressure on
everyone to think, 'what's the best way
to be spending your money right
now?'"
—Amy DeBaun, Dir. of Campus Life
in that sense it doesn t really matter
if I'm in the dorm or not."
DeBaun says Residential Life
staff is well aware that freshmen
often feel most comfortable with the
upperclassman in their dorm that is
least likely to write them up, a senti-
ment that many freshmen shared
with the Tripod. DeBaun, along with
Lindsey, Salisbury and Solis feel
good about the changes as long as
communication is kept up between
mentors, RAs and the staff they
work for. "What's most important is
that there's always someone that stu-
dents can talk to," said Solis.
By Tripod calculations, the
restructuring trims between $75,000
be mindful of how we're spending
money, so they've probably said ...
maybe paying mentors $3,000 to be
in the freshmen dorms isn't the best
way to use their money."
Interim Dean of Faculty Frank
Kirkpatrick, a former head of the
First Year Program, reviewed the
changes before they were released.
Kirkpatrick was upfront about the
budget concerns,, but says that's not
the biggest reason why he supports
the changes. "Of course it saves us
money," he says. "There's pressure
on everyone to save money in the
current financial climate. But these
changes to the program are based on
sound educational principles."
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Does the State of
the Union Matter?
By KATE GRELLE
OPINIONS WRITER
On Tuesday, January 30,
President Bush presented his sixth
State of the Union address. In his
own words, "The State of the Union
is ... urn ... well ... man, I really
screwed it up . . . "
Ok, that's not what he said.
The president proclaimed
instead, "Tonight the state of our
union is strong, and together we will
make it stronger."
Upon hearing these words, two
questions come to mind:
1) Has any president M histo-
ry ever presented a gloomy assess-
ment of the Union in this annual
address?
2) Does the president honest-
ly believe these words to be true, or
are they meant solely as an effort at
self-preservation?
With the president's approval rat-
ing on life support, the argument
could be made that speaking with
anything less than optimism would
not have been in his best interest.
However, the argument could also be
made that a significant reason that
the President's approval is at such an
embarrassingly low level is due to
his apparent disconnect with the
rational world.
Granted, the president should
view it as his responsibility to pro-
vide hope and encouragement, par-
ticularly in light of recent events
such as Katrina, the West Virginia
miners, the ongoing war in Iraq, and
more. To do so eflBWivel^is-'an
admirable skill.
Unfortunately, it is a skill that the
president is sorely lacking. He
crosses the line of optimism into
delusional thinking, every once in a
while reaching a toe back onto the
reality side of the field.
To fully analyze the Presidential
Address would take an article far
lengthier than is possible due to
space constraints. However, the fol-
lowing are a few highlights of the
hypocrisies and blatant untruths that
riddled the 38-minute oration:
"In a complex and challenging
time, the road of isolationism and
protectionism may seem broad and
inviting, yet it ends in danger and
decline."
Of course, heading to War in
Iraq without the UN's support should
not be construed as isolationist or
protectionist. Nor should Bush's
statement regarding his new oil poli-
cies (see below).
"When [our enemies] murder
children at a school.,. [they hope to]
break our will."
"[Pakistani Prime Minister] Aziz
said Pakistani officials were given
no notice before the Jan. 13 [US air
strike] that killed at least 13 civil-
ians, including women and chil-
dren."- Washington Post, Jan. 22,
2006.
Wouldn't it be more effective to
condemn our enemies' tactics with-
out mirroring them at the same time?
"Fellow citizens, we are in this
fight to win, and'we are winning."
"Andrew Krepinevich, a retired
Army officer who wrote [a recent]
report under a Pentagon contract,
conclude[ed] that the Army cannot
sustain the pace of troop deploy-
ments to Iraq long enough to break
the back of the insurgency."
' - Washington Post, Jan. 24,2006
"Every year of my presidency,
we've reduced the growth of nonse-
curity spending, and last year you
• passed bills that cut this spending."
And at the same time, he also
managed to turn the budget surplus
into a deficit that will most likely
take decades to reconcile.
"We've made a good start [with
education reform] with the No Child
Left Behind Act, which is raising
standards and lifting test scores
across the country."
"The first nationwide test to per-
mit an appraisal of President Bush's
signature education law rendered
mixed results, with even some sup-
porters of the law expressing disap-
pointment."-A'ew York Times, Oct.
19,2006.
"America is addicted to oil,
which is often imported from unsta-
ble parts of the world."
Why does this statement call to
mind an image of the Marlboro man
admonishing, "America is addicted
to tobacco"?
Additionally, according to a
recent report cited on NPR's
Morning Edition, only about one-
fifth of America's foreign oil supply
comes from the Middle East. The
rest emanates from such "unstable"
regions as Canada, Great Britain, etc.
For each statement cited above,
countless others peppered the
address, allowing the president to
obscure the truth with a' barrage of
self-congratulatory sound bites.
To characterize the true state of
the nation as a state in imminent peril
may be an exaggeration. We are still
the sole global hegemon, and most
likely will remain so, for quite some
time. However, our security, in every
respect, is far more tenuous now than
it has been since the Cold War era.
As the president noted, "With so
much in the balance, those ... in pub-
lic office have a duty to speak with
candor."
Please, Mr. President, please
indulge us - please give just one press
conference, one statement even, at
which you "assess me real State of the
Union with that candor. We, along
with our global neighbors, surely
deserve that respect.
In fact, if you need some help,
Mr. President, I'm sure former
President Johnson wouldn't mind if
you used a line of Ms:
"I feel like a hitchhiker on a
Texas highway in the middle of a
hailstorm; I can't run, I can't hide, and
I can't make it go away."
Conflicting Viewpoints on Domestic Spying in US
ByBENSCHACT
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Ultimately, what should concern
us about the recent revelation that
the United States government,
through the National Security
Agency (NSA), has been secretly
monitoring domestic phone calls?
First, of course, there is the issue of
privacy. No matter what side of the
political spectrum you fall on, you
must admit that it's downright
creepy to think that the government
is recording your private conversa-^
tions. Next, we confront the ques-
tion of constitutionality. Is this prac-
tice not a flagrant violation of our
Fourth Amendment rights?
And then there's the incompe-
tence. Assuming that we willingly
give up our rights for the sake of
national security,.do we really trust
that the folks who have so effective-
ly run the Iraq war will know what
to do with the information once
they've collected it?
While these are all legitimate
criticisms and concerns, they all
miss the point: the secret recording
of domestic phone calls represents
the first step in a broader move to
concentrate power in the executive
branch, effectively giving the presi-
dent the ability to assume emer-
gency powers in the face of any per-
ceived threat.
We must be careful here; this is
not simply a slippery slope argu-
ment. We are not arguing that one
violation of our civil liberties will
lead to another, pushing us
inevitably toward marshal law and
the suspension of constitutional
rights for the foreseeable future.
Rather, we must recognize that this
plan is already in the works, and this
is why we must protest the practice
of domestic spying.
When the story broke and the
American people learned that the
NSA was listening to hundreds of
phone calls from the United States
to other countries and vice versa
every day, the Bush administration
had several options. It could have
easily denied the charge altogether,
refusing to engage in substantive
conversation about it (a tactic that is
not inconsistent with the usual
administration line). Or it could
have claimed to have absolutely no
knowledge of the program, playing
dumb.
Interestingly, however, the
administration decided to come out
into the open, acknowledging the
see STUDENT on page 9
By LIAM MCNEELL
OPINIONS CONTRBTOR
Solutions. These are the con-
structive pillars of our society that
propel us to the future. Questions
and fears have no place when there
exists the. will of the majority, push-
ing for a proper solution to our
nation's problems. Take the issue of
domestic spying.
Although addressed legally
over 25 years ago, at this time in our
history it is clear that the issue
needs legal revision.
Terrorism is a global threat on a
scale never seen before, and techno-
logical advancements have allowed
for extreme ease of organization
and communication amongst terror-
ist groups. They can also be secre-
tive like never before, and as a
result, we must be forthright in
crafting a solution. It is a new
world that we have been living in
since the turn of the millennium,
and it is time to update our societal
tenets.
Certainly all can agree that the
world, and furthermore, the United
States, is vastly different than it was
only 10 years ago. A decade ago,
we stood on a shining mountain,
arrogantly untouched by the domes-
tic military strife that plagued other
nations. Yet given the events of
September 11, 2001, we have lost
our invincibility. It is now that we
find ourselves searching within our
own borders for cancers that threat-
en the ^ deepest values of our society.
Yet these new fights are not on bat-
Wefind our-
selves searching
within our own
borders for can-
cers that threaten[the] deepest val-
ues of our society
tleftelds, but in cyberspace. The
hijackers went undetected on the
planes of 9/11, and we were unpre-
pared. Future terrorists will be
relentless, and we will need to be
relentless in combating them.
The solution is, simply stated,
to stop threats before they emerge.
A large aspect in the prevention of
terrorism is in detection and early
warnings. And it is clear that before
the Patriot Act, the government was
handcuffed in such detection, and
was thus unable to protect its citi-
zens in life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness.
Government is best suited to
protect these three values through
military action and social aid. Yet
government is a machine that needs
the fuel of information in order to
do its job. In the case of domestic
spying, paramount to successful
detection are concepts of speed and
secrecy. It is clear that in this cur-
rent time the legal framework
required is cumbersome, and ineffi-
cient.
The bureaucracy of the system,
including the legal requirement to
comply with the inefficient Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act
(FISA), makes the necessary detec-
tion slow and ill-timed. Timing and
Secrecy are of the essence, and are
not possible under the current sys-
tem. Furthermore, FISA does not
address the issues that are relevant
in the current time, as it mainly is
- focused on.foreign surveillance. It
has been stretched in different
directions from its origin almost
thirty years ago. What is needed is
a totally new, bipartisan, and
Congressionally-sponsored act.
A concern with domestic spying
is that the Executive Branch may
usurp too much control, act outside
and above the law, and abuse the
see DOMESTIC on page 9
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President Jones
Answers
Students'
Questions
What do you see as the role of
fraternities and sororities on
Trinity's campus?
This is of course one of the
most controversial of questions
I have been asked for this
weekly column in our campus
newspaper. The national con-
text is as follows.
First, fraternities and sorori-
ties have had a checkered his-
tory in American higher educa-
tion, at least since the student
rebellions of the 1960s.
Whereas formerly they were
central parts of undergraduate
life all over campuses everywhere, they have seen consistently
lower numbers of male students pledging for at least the last
four decades. While on most campuses, male students are
pledging in ever-smaller percentages of student bodies, female
students are pledging sororities in slightly increasing numbers.
Male participation in fraternities is today a fraction of what
those figures were nationally 50 years ago.
Second, many of our sister institutions have long ago elected
tc dose the traditional Greek venues, starting in the late 1960s
v- .in schools like Williams and then Amherst and a host of
other NESCAC institutions decided to close fraternities, more
or less at the time these institutions were co-educated with the
admission of women. Today, of the NESCAC schools, Trinity,
Tufts, and Wesleyan primarily still have Greek options for their
undergraduate students.
Third, the issue of Greek life remains exceedingly controver-
sial. Just this past week, NPR carried a lead story about a deci-
sion made at Colgate concerning fraternities.
At Trinity, we have a conundrum. On one hand, the faculty
has had for more than a decade a committee whose purpose is
to work toward the closing of fraternities. For many of my col-
I chose not to pledge while a student at
the University of Virginia [.. J because
Park River Should be Opened
ilif^SiKiSiSSii^W^^^^pp^K.,. „ ,
the remnants of what was then cai
"white, Christian, clauses."
leagues, the fraternities especially are bastions of behaviors
that few would countenance: excessive drinking, elitism based
on one's financial wherewithal to pay initiation and monthly
dues, and the like. On the other hand, many of our alumni find
that some of their most memorable positive experiences center
around their fraternity days of yesteryear; friendships lasting
decades, strong fraternal bonds that link individual members to
a group with lasting values, etc. There is, to my mind, not a
great deal of support for closing the fraternities from our board
members.
My own experiences with fraternities have been, as with
many of us, varied. I chose not to pledge while a student at the
University of Virginia a lifetime ago because the fraternity sys-
tem there still had the remnants ofwhat was then called "white,
Christian clauses" that effectively segregated some members of
our student body from others. One of my best buddies in col-
lege was an African American friend who never felt welcomed
in the famous Virginia fraternity system. Since David could not
join a fraternity, I decided not to accept the bids I received. I
have never regretted this decision, although my own father's
best college memories at Washington and Lee in the depths of
the Depression centered around his fraternity, where he was the
president.
At Trinity, I have met on numerous occasions with members
of fraternities and sororities. When those organizations repre-
sent the best of our College, I have been supportive. When
those organizations, as some of our readers can attest personal-
ly, have represented values we certainly do not wish to emulate
here, I have taken some very strong measures.
Fraternities and sororities point to one unequivocal truth
about schools. Students "belong" to a school by belonging to
one of its constituent parts: an athletic team, a singing group, or
even a fraternity or a sorority. And the value systems inculcat-
ed in any group's members will in every case eventually be how
others view those groups.
Last year, I had lunch with a male student who is gay. We
talked about how he felt as a member first of the student body
and then as a member of his fraternity. • In a memorable
exchange, he told me that the one place he felt most accepted at
Trinity was in his fraternity, one indeed known for inclusivity,
thoughtfulness, and respect for others. As I listened to this
young friend of mine, all I could think of was how very far we
have come from my days as an undergraduate when my buddy
David could not feel accepted at all.
Please send any questions for President Jimmy
Jones to iripod@trincoll.edu
Hartford's Tiny
River Should be
Umburied
By JOE TARZI
OPINIONS EDITOR
The location of Hartford along
the Connecticut River is not a ran-
dom one. Hartford was not simply
founded at an arbitrary point along
New England's longest waterway.
The city was, in fact, founded at
the point where the Connecticut
River met the Park (or Hog or
Little) River.
The Park River, for most of
Hartford's history, ran from its
north and south branches into its
main branch to run through
Bushnell Park and downtown
Hartford into the Connecticut.
Before the creation of Bushnell
Park this river was badly polluted
and used as a runoff stream for the
tanneries that operated downtown
in the nineteenth century. After
Bushnell Park was founded, the
river was transformed into an
attractive urban waterway that
was, to many, the pride of
Hartford.
The Park River, to this day,
still runs through downtown
Hartford and into the Connecticut
River. You may now be saying to
yourself, "I've never seen a river
downtown," and you would be
right; the Army Corps of
Engineers buried the Park River in
the 1940s. Today, the entire main
branch of the river is buried in two
30-foot high by 45-foot wide con-
duits. One starts in Pope Park, not
far from our campus, and the other
starts just north of Farmington
Avenue near the Mark Twain
H6-uS*fe?"""We cbilduit's are so "large"
that until a recent shutdown by the
city, a company out of Canton
Connecticut ran canoe trips from
the beginning of the conduit in
Pope Park to the outlet at the
Connecticut River, south of
Riverfront Plaza. Although the
tours no longer officially run,
rumors abound that many canoe
operators are still running clandes-
tine tours of the conduits.
Both conduits empty into the
Connecticut River after flowing
under Bushnell Park and the
Conland-Whitehead Highway (the
short highway from 1-91 to Pulaski
Circle, which runs under Hartford
Public Library's central branch.
There are still many remnants of
the Park River downtown). The
pond in Bushnell Park is meant to
represent it and the Soldiers and
Sailors Memorial Arch was origi-
nally built as a bridge over the
river.
So why was the river buried?
Flood control. The Park and the
Connecticut, like most rivers, are
prone to spring floods which, dur-
River and added numerous parks
to the river banks (and put a mall
on top of it). Since that time they
have added many attractions
including the wildly popular
Waterfire, which is being adopted
(ripped-off) by other cities.
Despite the fact that it is not a
completely original idea, the Park
River should still be unburied.
The River today is underneath
Bushnell Park (which was
designed to have a river running
through it) and a highway which
nobody really needs (the
Whitehead highway was originally
designed to connect to 1-84, but
Bushnell Park in Hartford after a flooding
ing certain years, can be very instead it just ends).
Hartford Studies Project
intense.
The city dealt with the
Connecticut's flooding by building
a large dike along its bank. The
Park lliver, however, was simply
buried, in a project that cost over
$100 million to the city, state and
country.
In recent years, with the city
trying to revitalize itself, numer-
ous ideas have been proposed.
One of those is to unbury the Park
River, at least through Bushnell
Park. The idea is not exactly orig-
inal. During the 'Renaissance' of
Providence R.I. in the 1990s, the
city opened up the Providence
A river run-
ning through downtown would
create many new opportunities for
the city. In addition to stealing
Providence's Waterfire idea (call it
a homage), paddlcboats in
Bushnell Park would be a great
draw to downtown.
The river, of course, would
reduce the'park's acreage, but that
is inconsequential as a new initia-
tive by the MDC (the water author-
ity in Greater Hartford) plans to
place ponds in Bushnell Park in the
approximate location of the Park
River as it flowed through the
see UNBURY on page 9
Chartwells Extorts Students
By ERIC DAUCHER
SENIOR EDITOR
Do you hate Chartwells and
everything they represent? You
should. It isn't just that the food
they serve is sub-par — except, of
course", in the two weeks before
their contract is up for renewal —
or even the fact that the food in the
Cave mysteriously gets packed up
well before it is due to close.
For the amount of money
you're paying for those meals, you
deserve, and should probably
expect, much better. But the
biggest problem with our on-cam-
pus dining is the decidedly fuzzy
math they use to set prices.
Take a quick look at their 19-
Flex plan. At about 16 weeks to a
semester (which is fairly gener-
ous, but for the sake of argument
let's assume you have to stay
through the whole exam period),
you're going to get 304 meals and
$50 of flex for youf $1820.
Assuming you manage not to miss
a single meal, and remember to
use every single meal, you're
shelling out $5.82 a meal.
Of course, the Chartwells'Web
site will tell you that you're only
going to get $5.50 worth of food
for your meals, unless of course,
you actually want to eat breakfast,
in which case you're going to be
lavishly rewarded with $4.75 of
delectable Chartwells goodness.
So you're an enterprising soul
who without fail rises early enough
to eat five breakfasts a week, never
fails to use the remaining 14 meals,
stays for the full duration of the
plan, and uses every cent of your
flex.
Congratulations, for your dili-
gence you're now getting $1662
But you didn't
really want that
extra $158 a
semester...
worth of food for the $1820 you
paid. But you didn't really want
that extra $158 a semester crowd-
ing up your wallet, did you?
Of course, when I say you're
getting $1662 worth of food, I
mean Chartwells-priced food. Hi,
I'd like a pint of Tropicana orange
juice as part of my breakfast to
maybe get a healthy start on the
day to make up for the fact that I've
been drinking coffee all week and
beer all weekend ... $2.65? You're
kidding, right?
More than half of my -precious
breakfast meal allowance for a
juicebox? But didn't I see a gallon
jug of that in the grocery store for
$3.95? You know, eight times as
much of exactly the same juice for
less than twice the price? But hey,
we're all willing customers right?
We only pay what the market will
bear: this is good old fashioned
capitalism at work.
Wrong. In most cases Trinity
students are required to purchase a
Chartwells meal plan, any of
which, with the arguable exception
of the "19 Traditional," are grossly
overpriced. Once you're a Senior
you've got a way out of the money-
sinkhole that is Chartwells, but
until then you're pretty much
trapped. . .
How hard would it be for the
school to drop the meal plan
requirement and let students
choose for themselves? In almost
any case, we'd be better off going
with no meal plan at all and just
shelling out money on dining dol-
lars, which we'd get a 10 percent
bonus on, to handle our pn-campus
eating.
As things . stand now,
Chartwells has a captive market,
and their pricing scheme firmly
reflects that reality. I'm guessing
there are at least a few students
around here that wouldn't mind
having the extra couple hundred
dollars they could save by not par-
ticipating in a meal plan.
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Student Argues
Spying is Wrong
Domestic Spying Necessary
continued from page 7
practice and rigorously defending it.
In a certain way, this move is scari-
er than all of the rest. We ought to
be used to the fact that, in our glob-
alized world with its abundant ter-
rorist threats, the government is
engaged in any number of secret
programs of, to say the least, dubi-
ous constitutionality. What's scary
is precisely the fact that this admin-
istration was willing to go public
with the program, telling Americans
that yes, we are indeed spying on
you and you should not only accept
this fact but understand and
embrace it.
Lest we forget, the Bush admin-
istration's domestic spying program
is illegal; it finds no support in the
constitution and is in fact a blatant
violation of the rights laid out there-
in. This should indicate that domes-
tic spying is a test case and not the
end to government invasions of pri-
vacy and constitutional rights.
Already, such right wing legal
scholars as John Yoo are making a
broad case for more executive
power.
Termed the Unitary Executive
Theory, this argument locates a dis-
proportionate amount of the govern-
ment's power in the presidency.
Yoo and others make the case that
the constitution grants the president
power to transcend the law not only
during wartime but also in the face
of any threat to national security.
Such ridiculous theories usually
merit only wry laughter, but with
the confirmation of several Bush
nominees to the top courts, we have
to consider the possibility that this
argument will find eager listeners .
Recall that during the Samuel
Alito confirmation hearings, when
asked repeatedly by Democratic
senators whether the president
could break the law, Alito respond-
ed that the president cannot violate
any statute.
But this answer avoids the real
question: if the president effectively
becomes the law, if legality is con-
centrated in his very person, what is
to stop him from making any num-
ber of hitherto unconstitutional
decisions?
This question is why Americans
must come out steadfastly against
the administration's program.
Ideologically, the spying program
and the larger agenda it represents
is thoroughly anti-democratic and
plainly un-American.
We should reject outright any
argument that we need to suspend
the Constitution in order to protect
it, for what does this mean? Are we
to forget our Constitutional rights
while this seemingly endless War
on Terrorism continues? Does the
Bush administration not champion
abroad precisely what we are so
carelessly tossing away?
The American people must
demand a stop to the hypocrisy and
a stop to the incompetence.
continued from page 7
power of spying. To this, we need
only to look at the coming months,
which will undoubtedly see a revi-
sion of FISA or some other biparti-
san resolution. It is not in the presi-
dent's interest to overstep his
bounds. The administration is only
wary of a bureaucracy that has
become inefficient. Furthermore,
the precedent of domestic spying
was begun by President Clinton in
the 1990s, where an all-inclusive
spying program \vas begun, under
the operation name Echelon.
The spying that was being con-
ducted ten years ago is similar to the
spying that is being conducted now,
with the difference being that back
then there was not the seamless con-
nection between government agen-
cies such as the CIA and FBI as
there is now. Yet only in recent
months has this issue been brought
to the public's attention, even
Let us thus takefront this that we
should.... notftramatize an
issue by usingfar-out compar-
isons or adjec-
tives that do
nothing but elim-
inate an open
mind.
though it has its roots in the mid
1990s. Since the mid '90s, however,
there has been an increase in effi-
ciency, as evidenced by the success
of the Homeland Security
Department and the Patriot Act
since their inception in the last few
years since 9/11.
It is also now that we find our-
selves in a time of military conflict
and self-defense that warrants and
requires greater information gather-
Ifone has afear of invasion
by the gqvern-
mentf and a fear
of Big Brother,
where was thatfear ten yearns
ago when spying
was occurringjust as it is now?
ing and a heightened sense of mon-
itoring. But with an eye towards the
potential for the abuse of power, it
is imperative that there be a solution
put in place that protects against
this, without curtailing the ability to
monitor and detect terrorist activity.
George Orwell wrote an intrigu-
ing work with a definite political
motive in his novel entitled 1984.
Yet is it impossible that we might
leave the man to his peace without
dragging bis name into the empty
world of the cliche? Oftentimes,
the issue of domestic spying has
been described as Orwellian, as an
infringement on the liberty of the
people much the same as occurred
in his famous novel. Yet it was
Orwell himself who said once that
"thought corrupts language, [and]
language can also corrupt thought."
Let us thus take from this that
we should not grandstand nor dram-
atize an issue by using far-out com-
parisons or adjectives that do noth-
Along the Long Walk
SuperbOfvi?
"Soup--Er--Bowl????"
KATORAH SANCHEZ
CLASS OF 2007
"I ordered the biggest ptatter of'Wings
Over Hartford and held a small party
in my room."
ADRIAN ESTEPA
CLASS OF 2007
"I didn't even know this Sunday was Super-
bowl Sunday."
SHANTELLSCOTT
CLASS OF 2009
"I'm an RA and I ran a Superbowl program
with my dorm.'
' •
 J
 ANTHONY ANGELO
CLASS OF 2006
ing but eliminate an open mind. If
one has a fear of invasion by the
government, and a fear of Big
Brother, where was that fear ten
years ago when spying was occur-
ring just as it is now? The difference
is the recent media spin, putting a
new fear in the people on an issue
that has been around for over ten
years. Solutions must be swift and
analytical, bereft of emotion that
may sway or frighten.
What is needed now is a new
solution of sound mind. What is
needed is for a solution that, in a
clear manner, updates a 28 year-old
legal framework to encompass
rights deemed appropriate and rea-
sonable for the government to pur-
sue, given our new situation since
9/11. It is clear that terrorism needs
to be eradicated. It is clear that it is
a constant threat domestically and
abroad. And it is clear that we need
greater ability for the government to
pursue information that can aid in
detection of terrorist dealings, pre-
venting future 9/H's. Indeed, it is
'truly "better safe than sorry".
If proper domestic spying ruffles
a few feathers along the way, at least
the fowl will not be dead. The sys-
tem that is in place now since 9/11
has worked and been successful. To
limit it in any way would be fatal.
The only consideration is to take
what has worked, and fit it inside a
legal framework that will ensure
there is no future abuse of power. It
is a solution easily obtained by
Congress, and one that will foster
protection for months to come in this
time of conflict, and for decades to
come in times of peace.
Unbury the Park
Rivei* in Hartford
continued from page 8
park.
This, of course, begs the ques-
tion: if the MDC is willing to build
ponds representing the river and
supplied by the river's water flow,
why not simply open up the river
instead?
Our neighbor institution to the
north, the University of Hartford
posed Adrian's Landing retail/resi-
dential district near the convention
center (a project which, unfortu-
nately, seems to have stalled for
the time being). The idea of turn-
ing the Science Center (which,
thankfully, is not stalled), the con-
vention center, and Adrian's
Landing into a riverfront district is
attractive to say the least.
JoeTarzi
The Park River running through the campus of the University of Hartford
on the Hartford-West Hartford bor-
der, makes great use of the river,
whose north branch runs unburied
throughout the campus. In addi-
tion to using the river to differenti-
ate between the academic and resi-
dential sides of campus, the
University has benches planted
along the banks of the river and
ample open fields for picnics dur-
ing the warm months. The river
can also be canoed or kayaked
from Bloomfield, through the
University of Hartford all the way
to the tunnel at the Stowe and
Twain Houses.
The river, if unburied, would
flpw just a block south of the pro-
A greenway, with only a mini-
mal footprint on one or both banks
of the river, in addition to Bushnell
Park, would.be a big draw to peo-
ple leaving the Athenaeum or eat-
ing downtown in the summer. An
organization such as the
Athenaeum could even provide
noontime picnics and architecture
tours downtown for its many
patrons.
There are countless advantages
that an urban, downtown waterway
could afford our city, far more, at
least, than the partial highway that
exists today on top of it and the
drab tunnel where it empties into
the Connecticut River.
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Students Reach Out and Relay
By HANNAH CHARRY
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
The newly founded club
Wishmakers held a kick-off rally to
promote Trinity's first ever American
Cancer Society Relay for Life last
Tuesday.
The Relay will be held on the
main quad April 7-8. Teams consist-
ing of friends, clubs, sports teams, and
fraternities will be camping out all
night to raise awareness of cancer and
have fun at the same time. Until the
relay, these teams will be raising
money to donate to ACS. During the
night of the Relay, one member of the
team must be walking around the
quad at any given time. There will be
free food, prizes and a variety of
musical acts.
The Wishmakers' hope is that this
event will be the largest student-run
fundraiser Trinity has ever seen. The
club consists of sophomores Sarah
Knox, Leighann Kinter, Jennifer Wise
and Hannah Charry who became
involved with ACS through their
themed housing Quad. In addition to
the Relay, they have been fundraising
throughout the school year to grant
one local terminally ill child's wish.
Through a successful ice cream
social, dance, and week long Make-
A-Wish week, they have managed to
raise approximately $500.
The Relay for Life will serve as
the Wishmakers1 main spring project
in an effort to promote general aware-
ness about this disease. The four
girls, along with the other event plan-
ners, believe that the rally was an
overwhelming success that served as
a good indicator for the ultimate
impact of the Relay itselfi - * •• •
Jennifer Wise
Amanda Garbatini '09 opens up about her experiences with cancer.
"We felt that the turnout was a
huge success," said Wise. "It's really
encouraging to see that so many peo-
ple at Trinity are excited about
becoming involved in this event. So
far, many people have expressed
interest and are forming teams.
Students are starting to recognize that
this is a great opportunity for all
aspects of Trinity to come together in
one night."
During the rally, an audience of
about 50 learned how they could
more specifically contribute their time
and effort. Amanda Garbatini, '09 the
Cancer Education Chair, gave a com-
pelling speech about her experience
with surviving cancer six times.
Sophomores Andra Chantim and
Kelly Means, also chairs, led a can-
dlelight vigil. Every person in the
audience was given a glow stick to
light wiheH'they heard the reason why
they were there was called. One by
one, students stood by each light in
memory of relatives and friends.
"Seeing all of the glow sticks dur-
ing the rally really hit me hard. It was
a moving symbol of how universal
this cause is. I can't wait to see the
hirninaries the night of the Relay- it is
going to be awe inspiring," said
Kinter.
During the Relay in April, lumi-
narias commemorating loved ones
will be sold and will line the Long
Walk to serve as a visual reminder of
how pervasive cancer is.
To get involved, come to the
first Team Captain meeting at 7
p.m. on Sunday, in the Community
Service Office in Mather Hall.
For any individual questions,
please contact the author at
Hannah. Charfy@trincoll.edu or
Sarah.Knox@trineolhediers "
Trinity Shows Its True Colors
By Griha Singla
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
What do you know about
domestic violence in same-sex
relationships? What about drug
and alcohol abuse? How difficult
do you think it would be to come
out in high school? This past
Saturday afternoon, 20 Gay-
Straight Alliance students from
high schools across Connecticut
came together in McCook
Auditorium to discuss these issues,
and more.
True Colors, a statewide foun-
dation dedicated to educating and
helping LGBTQ (lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, queer/ques-
tioning) students, and EROS,
Trinity's own Encouraging Respect
of Sexualities, joined forces in cre-
ating this event. Crystal Nieves
'08 who was instrumental in organ-
izing this summit, believed that it
was important to create a founda-
tion for tolerance. "By teaching
high school students about respect
and acceptance, the younger gener-
ation will be able to bring those
views to college and keep them for
the rest of their lives. This is a
good opportunity to move EROS's
ideas out of the Trinity bubble and
into the community," Nieves said.
Before the summit began, three
group rules were set in order to cre-
ate a safe space for everyone
involved: respect, one microphone
(meaning, only one person should
talk at a time), and that everyone
should raise their hands. After that,
Amanda Yoczik, a representative
of True Colors, began the presenta-
tion with a verbal exercise. She
asked a very simple question: when
did you know that you were "dif-
ferent?" Amanda went first,
describing a moment when she was
working at s.ummer camp. An
eight year old came up to her and
truthfully said, "You're weird."
She laughed and smiled as she told
this story. In front of so many,
Amanda demonstrated that being
different can mean many things,
and that no one should be ashamed
of who they are. , .
Laura Lockwood, director of
"Because the
incident involved
two men, one offi-
cer asked, "How
do we know who
the victim is?"
Trinity's Women's Center, gave the
1
 first of three presentations as-she
•passed around five multi-colored
handouts. Laura explained that it
was difficult to find accurate infor-
mation on domestic violence in
Resorts Replace
Tsunami Victims
By LINDSAY NORTH
SENIOR EDITOR
The culture in the United States
is one that promotes rapid change.
While this change may lead to pos-
itive outcomes such as innovative
ideas and inventions, it can also
create negative ones. Take, for
example, our news media. The
constant demand for something
new in our culture has resulted in
media coverage that bounces from
topic to topic in order to feed the
seemingly insatiable public
appetite for a different and more
sensational story. As a result, our
major news sources such as CNN,
Fox and the New York Times have
what amounts to ADD at a corpo-
rate level; what makes headlines
today may not even make the paper
tomorrow. Remember that cute
Cuban boy? His name was
Esteban, right?
This "ADD" became glaringly
obvious as I was reading The
Guardian online (a U.K.-based
newspaper) and I noticed a big
headline about the tsunami relief
effort in southeast Asia. I had just
Thailand, Indonesia, India, Sri
Lanka and the Maldives of over
50,000 people and concluded that
"the governments frequently
ignored human rights principles
and failed to protect survivors from
discrimination, land grabbing and
violence."
The human rights principles in
question include the state of hous-
ing in relief camps. A resident of
the Namunaghar relief camp in
India is quoted in the ActionAid
report as saying, "The septic tanks
are full and overflowing. Sanitation
is very bad in the camp. There is no
proper place to dispose of solid
waste. We just have to throw it out
in the open." While it is to be
expected, but not condoned, that
there would be problems arranging
adequate housing and facilities for
the hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple displaced by the tsunami, it is
clear that the problems go far deep-
er.
There are numerous allegations
in the ActionAid report that tsuna-
mi aid is not reaching all of those
who need and deserve it. Issues of
caste, class, gender and ethnicity
www.hobotraveler.com
The devastating aftermath of the tsunami in Thailand.
An attendee learns about EROS and True Colors. see SCHOOL on page 12
been on MSNBC.com and the only
world news listed was about the
war on terror, China's nuclear quest
and the Gaza strip. Thanks, then, to
England. Since the tsunami was
over a year ago, you generally have
to dig (deeply, I may add) through a
printed news source to find an
update on what's happening in
regards to the relief effort. Even
then, it may only be one of those
"Where We Are One Year Later"
bits of photojournalism. So it was
monumental, then, that this tsunami
article was a headline, complete
with lots of text and had nothing to
do with the sensationalist image of
a boat on top of what used to. be
someone's house. . •
Instead, the article documented
human rights violations that are
occurring under the auspices of
relief efforts in the affected coun-
tries. ActionAid International,
along with Habitat International
Coalition and PDHRE (People's
Movement for Human Rights
Learning), conducted a study in
have prevented many 'from receiv-
ing the aid they are entitled to. In
India, members of the Dalit, or so-
called "untouchable" caste, claim
that they are not receiving any aid
because of that association (the
term "aid" includes food, medical
attention, and money). In Sri
Lanka, people, displaced by the
ongoing; civil war are not receiving
aid, and in an article from Reuters
there were further allegations that
the aid money that was being dis-
tributed was deepening resentment
between the majority Sinhalese'and
the minority Tamils and Muslims.
In Thailand, Mokens, essentially
nomadic fishermen who live on
their bdats, are being discriminated
against as well and not receiving
the aid they are entitled to.
Women are having an especial-
ly difficult time, as many of them
lost male family members in the
tsunami and consequently their
main source of income and protec-
see TSUNAMI on page 13.
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Mademoiselle Izon Says 'Bonjour!' School
By JULIET IZON
FEATURES WRITER
My Dearest Tripod Readers, it
appears that you actually won't
have to live an entire semester
without my erudite musings on the
meaning of life, pursuit of happi-
ness, and how exactly to transition
your fall plaids into appropriate
summer wear. Though I may be in
the City of Lights for this semester,
the wonder of the internet has
made it possible for me to still
keep you informed of my latest
exploits. So, I greet you from
across the pond, as I sit munching
on & pain au chocolat and daintily
sipping a 2003 Lafite Rothschild
bordeaux. I know, I know, the
maturity of the vintage isn't until
2010, but I couldn't resist. After
all, according to Wine Spectator,
this wine is especially full bodied
and carries a "long, long finish." If
only they could all be so fulfilling
But I digress. The true purpose
of this article is to impart the
knowledge that I have learned over
the past two weeks to you, stuck in
smelly old Hartford. Though I may
be a world traveler, even I have
stumbled - yes, don't gasp, but it's
true! - and perhaps even made a
faux pas or two. Hopefully you can
learn from my mistakes and when
you make your European debut,
you can be just as glamorous as
any girl at the de Crillon ball.
For exaniple,this so-called.lan-
guage barrier actually does exist.
And although Parisians may think -
it's cute when you try to speak their'
language, when they smile and
nod, it may actually mean that they
don't u n d r a ^ J ^ . 8 9 * ^ W B h .
example, if you go mto a French
spa to get your eyebrows done,
speak to them in your native
tongue. That way, any mishaps (i.e.
half an eyebrow missing) won't
ruin the rest of your day. Trust me,
I know from experience. Luckily -
and here's a fashion tip - eye shad-
ow the color of your eyebrow can
hide almost anything. So I was
saved from looking like
Quasimodo and learned an impor-
tant lesson: don't trust just anyone
with your face, even if they give
you complimentary products and
exotic teas.
Many people are curious to
know about my living situation. I
happen to be living with a family
in the 8th arrondissement, nearby
to the Pare Monceau, where nan-
nies parade around children in
adorable Burberry outfits. My fam-
ily, who actually happen to have a
town named after them in the
North of France, is perhaps more
conservative than, say, a frat house
on a Saturday night. Now, 1 know
what you're thinking, "More con-
servative? How could that be?
Greek organizations are the bastion
of conservatism at Trinity!" But
you would be wrong to assume
that. In fact, as Madame and
Monsieur as in their mid-70s, they
are not familiar with such common
terms as sake bombing, Beiruit,
and keg stands. Though this posed
a problem at the beginning of my
stay, we have found some common
ground in wine drinking and the
occasional strawberry flavored
hookah session after dejeuner. In
general, however, they have been
very interested to learn about
American culture and, like any^
where else in the world, everyone
can always find common ground
by hating George W. Bush. Amen.
To move on to a lighter subject
if is very true that Pans is image
obsessed. And though it keeps you
warm, your North Face screams,
"American." Plus, anything untai-
lored here is paramount to just
wearing a trash bag. So, to that
end, I suggest investing in a nice
coat and lots and lots of scarves.
They can be pashminas, Burberrys,
wool, whatever, just have about 46
of them. That goes for the guys,
too. And I must say that I like the
dapper look of the French gentle-
man, with their scarves and skinny
pants and ever-present cigarette.
But not cigarette pants, that's just
for the ladies.
That leads me right into my
next point: smoking. It's every-
where from the playground to the
fanciest of restaurants. If you're
lucky the brasserie will actually
separate smoking from non smok-
ing, but I've found it to be a rare
occurrence. So, short of always
feasting on Marlboro-flavored
sushi, pick a restaurant big enough
for you and the smokers. And if
you do smoke, you're in for a treat,
because you can literally smoke
anywhere. Like, even hospitals, I
swear.
I still have a lot to learn about
my new home for the next semes-
ter. But don't worry, I'll keep you
updated. And if you decide to visit,
I'd be much obliged if you could
bring along some Teddy Grahams.
Cinnamon. Great, thanks.
libicit_\ noilhuestem edu
Juliet a la meilleure vue du monde quand elle est sur la tour eiffel.
Around Trinity
"Dude, Where's My Car?'?
AT knows that, as college students, we all have a lot to
remember. The first-year class alone keeps Building and
Grounds in business as they go through approximately
1657925578 ID's per semester. Tiny pieces of plastic,
hook-up partners, etc. -AT doesn't expect you to keep
track of these. However when it comes to other collegiate
accessories, a.ka. A CAR, AT feels such things should be
assigned a slightly higher value. A certain Trinity sopho-
more was overheard in his post-weekend re-cap lament-
ing the fact that he "misplaced his car." When AT inves-
tigated this outrageous claim, the automobile-less boy
explained "No, it wasn't stolen ... I just don't know where
it is." AT has no words ... try looking between the couch
cushions?
Formal Dress Required
And That Means Clothes
AT's idea of formal attire apparently differs from that
which was displayed on a particular student body last
Saturday night. AT spotted a scantily-clad girl dancing on
the stage at the Party Bam, literally baring it all in a see-
through negligee. As if her "prova-couture" was not
attention grabbing enough, it was her highly visible con-
trol-top panty-hose that held the rest of the room's gaze.
We've all heard of wardrobe malfunctions, but at least
give AT something to work with.
Tan on Your Own Time
AT understands what it's like to look in the mirror, day
after day, and see nothing but winter white staring back at
you. As if AT needs a reminder that Spring Break is still
a month away! Granted, the tanorexic epidemic that typ-
ically characterizes our campus does instill a desire in the
best of us to fake-n-bake. However, your "perfect" tan
should be maintained on your own time, not Campus
Safety's. AT overheard a certain female member of the
First-Year class begging our esteemed officials for a ride
to Hartford's best and brightest artificial source of sun-
light. Campus Safety is not meant to be Trinity's person-
al tanning taxi. Find a different carpool to keep your
color.
Walk of Shame:
No Longer Lonely
Thanks to a certain early bird resident in Elton, the
Sunday morning walk of shame is no longer a silent
stride. Last weekend fellow hallmates overheard this stu-
dent's early morning commentary as girl after girl
attempted, heel in hand, to sneak past the dorm unseen.
No such luck. These ladies' post-Saturday night stroll
was broadcasted across the Jones-Elton quad for all to
hear. All AT has to say is ... we hope it was worth it.
:
'I lost my car ...
No, It wasn't stolen ...
I just don't know where it is ...
Colors
continued from page 11
same-sex relationships because
that data, for the most part, does
not exist. Students and their advis-
ers raised their hands telling every-
one how it was hard for them to
report problems they had experi-
enced. One man, who had been
battered by his partner, called an
abuse hotline and was laughed at.
Males, as he was told, are supposed
to be strong and "masculine," and
should not have, these problems.
Another individual called the
police and, because the incident
involved two men, one officer
asked, "How do we know who the
victim is?"
Laura shocked everyone with
the fact that between 30 and 40
percent of same-sex relationships
are characterized by domestic vio-
lence, the same number as hetero-
sexual couples.
True Colors then began
explaining how the LGBTQ com-
munity is subjected to other forms
of discrimination, such as project
Sub Culture Urban Marketing
(SCUM). Creating a vicious cycle,
marketing teams for tobacco cor-
porations target populations that
experience social rejection, which
in turn masses revenue for the
tobacco industry. This money is
donated to political campaigns
with agendas denouncing the
LGBTQ community. Society's
ideas about gay individuals are
reinforced and because of this
never-ending circle, change
becomes very difficult.
• 'Students'•'; frorn: GrastOnbufy
High School gave the last presenta-
tion, describing the difficulties of
coming out. Standing at the center
of the room, they shared memories
and asked others to do the same.
Nieves described it, saying, "They
did a phenomenal job touching on
issues [that] high school students,
as well as anyone in the'communi-
ty, may face when coming out to
the people they love. They fearless-
ly provoked discussions about
rejection, fear of violence and
99
www.svsu.edu
EROS and True Colors unite.
abuse, and financial dependencies
of young students on their parents."
A sophomore at Glastonbury,
Kerry McCabe chose to share a
video she had created for a class
assignment. The tape focused on
five individuals, Kerry's advisor,
and four students ranging from
freshmen to seniors. Each spoke of
what they had to endure, how peo-
ple acted around them, and how
they changed themselves.
Kerry's mother, who had been
sitting in the audience throughout
the entire summit, said of her
daughter, "I'm proud. She's so
brave." This mother-daughter rela-
tionship was the kind of acceptance
that Nieves was speaking of, bring-
ing us hope right before our eyes.
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The Significance of The Dead Sea Scrolls Tsunami
By LISA SAN PASCUAL
SENIOR EDITOR
Dr. Adolfo Roitman is a dapper,
dignified man with a scholarly
demeanor and an accent that,
according to Associate Professor of
History Jonathan Elukin, "makes
everything he says sound more
intelligent." Turning around at the
McCook podium to dim the lights,
Dr. Roitman narrates in that accent
that one can't quite place:"Now I
have to press three." The lights
dim. "And now you have to pray."
This was the opening for. last
Wednesday's lecture, "The
Significance of the Dead Sea
Scrolls for Judaism and
Christianity." Curator and Director
at The Shrine of the Book, Israel
Museum in Jerusalem, Roitman
has also authored the book
Envisioning the Temple: Scrolls,
Stones and Symbols, which is
available in both English and
Hebrew. His subject matter is
weighty, but his tone is conversa-
tional, and it is clear that this is a
man who is intimately acquainted
with his work -a topic that reaches
to the heart of much of Jewish and
Christian theology. His wealth of
knowledge on the subject is stag-
gering, and the facile eloquence
with which he delivers the material
is nearly musical.
It begins as a geography lesson.
With the help of Powerpoint maps
and stunning photographs,.
Roitman brought us to Qumran,
Israel, the scene of the discoveiy.
Qumran is a settlement on the
northwestern shore of the Dead
Sea. From here the narrative
unfolds like magic: two Bedouin
(their name is derived from the
Aiahic for "d?!>en-dwcUeifXwan-
der- into W#WilWflHWWPBiSW
total of seven scrolls on three sepa-
rate occasions. Their purposes for
entering these caves (eleven in
total) remain unclear; while some
say they were going after lost
sheep, Dr. Roitman likes to think
that they were hunting for treasure.
Whether fact or fiction, the
tales spun from history are almost
as illuminating as the texts that
were uncovered. One of the discov-
eries unearthed the complete manu-
script of the book of Isaiah -all 66
chapters -which dates back to. 100
B.C.E. Another contained the
Genesis Apocryphan, the existence
of which was unknown before the
discovery at Qumran. Written in
Aramaic circa 1-2 B.C.E., the
Apocryphan is a retelling of the
book of Genesis.
Scholars concluded that all
these scrolls were "ancient, region-
al, and- from the Second Temple
period" (520 B.C.E. - 70 C.E.), a
crucial time when monotheistic
religions were crystallizing, ninety
percent of the scrolls were written
on parchment or animal skin, and
tO percent were written on papyrus,
ninety-five percent of the scrolls
were written in Hebrew, four per-
cent in Aramaic, and one percent
(namely, the book of Leviticus) in
Greek. What's remarkable about
the latter is that the shape of this
small scrap resembles the state of
Israel.
Out of the hands of shepherds
and into the hands of the bour-
geoisie, the scrolls were purchased
for a meager $100 by Mar
Athanasius Yeshue Samuel,
Metropolitan of the Syrian Jacobite
Monastery of St. Mark in
Jerusalem. He traveled to America
to sell the scrolls; because there
was still the British mandate in
Top 10
Reasons Why February is so Fabulous
10. Laugh at your friends when they try to spell it.
9. Resort wear starts to make its seasonal comeback
in retail.
8. Getting to watch our campus go crazy with
pledging... again.
7. Cultural awareness is raised on campus with
Black History Month.
6. Happy Valentine's Day from your sweethearts at
Features ... more to follow next week.
5. Another set of Trinity days ... yay!
4. OUR LOVELY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF IS
ALMOST LEGAL!
3. March is technically the first month of spring
sooo ... only one more month of winter to go.
2. Superbowl Sunday ... (we'll see you next Feb.
PATS).
1. It's the shortest month of the year. Spring Break
is that much closer!
These Scrolls have "a significance beyond scholarship,"
www.jolinpratt.eom
smuggled out. Finally, on June 1,
1954, a tiny ad appeared in the Wall
Street Journal for the Dead Sea
Scrolls, boasting, "This would be
an ideal gift." Asking price: one
million dollars.
The ancient texts were shipped
from place to place until finally
finding their homes in various
museums. Roitman concluded the
narrative: "If it were not true, only
Spielberg could have written such a
script."
During the second part of the
lecture, Roitman went on to illumi-
nate the implications of these
scrolls for Judaism and
Christianity. He did not spend very
long on its implications for
Judaism, because, according to
him, rabbinic history has long
acknowledged their connections to
Jewish tradition. The task for
Roitman now was to detail the
Dead Sea Scrolls' significance for
Christianity.
seems, is that the Dead Sea Scrolls
provide an empirical basis for
Christian tradition. "Thanks to the
Dead Sea Scrolls, we can bring
back Jesus to real history," he said.
Juxtaposing New Testament scrip-
ture with passages in the Hebrew
Bible, Roitman put Jesus's words in
the context of cultural history. The
connection, as he pointed out, was
sometimes problematic, and some-
times reconciliatory. As for many
of Jesus's claims, "It isn't argued if
he said it, but at least it makes
sense [within historical context]."
"What is the magic of the Dead
Sea Scrolls?" Roitman said in clos-
ing. For him, and for many others,
to be sure, the Scrolls have "signif-
icance beyond scholarship." Most
importantly, the Scrolls "permit us
to understand in a new way the
problematic relationship between
Judaism and Christianity. Thanks
to the Dead Sea Scrolls, we under-
stand that, Jews and Christians, we
Relief
continued from page 11
tion. Allegations of sexual assault
and harassment are common, and
due to overcrowding in the camps
women are forced to share tents or
other housing structures with men
outside of their families (normally
a cultural taboo). According to the
ActionAid report, the camps are
overcrowded because people are
being moved from coastal areas
under the "pretext of safety." In
fact, ActionAid has reported, peo-
ple are being forced inland from the
remains of their villages because
the governments want to sell the
valuable coastal land to resort
developers. Daeng, a tsunami sur-
vivor in Thailand who was inter-
viewed by ActionAid, said "they
held their guns and said if I didn't
leave I would join those who died
in the tsunami. We have lost our
families and now we are having our
homes stolen."
Even though the tragedies of
the tsunami are no longer in the
forefront of our minds or our
media, the people who survived are
still suffering. Although the media
may not feel as though they can sell
a tsunami headline any longer, it
doesn't mean that we should forget
the very real problems that are tak-
ing place on the other side of the
globe, especially because we'd
hope that if we were in the same
situation, the rest of the world
would not show such apathy
towards us.
For more information, includ-
ing a copy of the report, please visit
vvvyvv.(jcfJOHOirfui-a.org, www.hic-
net.org, andwww.pdhre.org.
Tuesday, February 7
Events at
Washington Internship Program
Info Session • 12pm: Vkieo Cottference Room
The Washington Internship Program - a combination of work and study
- places college students and graduates in top-level internships in DC;
Interns have worked in such fields as government, the media, business,
scientific and arts organizations, and public relations, among others.
The program not only guarantees placement in an internship but also
offers evening courses, assistance in crafting resumes and cover letters,
and guidance in presenting themselves in a professional manner.
Come learn more about this exciting program.
Friday, February 16
DC Networking Event
A Student and Alumni Networking Reception will be held at the .
Conference Center at Wiley. Rein and Fielding in Washington. D.C.
from 5:3Q-7pm. This is a great, opportunity to meet alumni in the area,
build contacts and learn about government and non-government jobs in
the DC area. Whether you are certain of what you want to do with your
career or not, you should never miss an opportunity to network!
Location: 1176KSfreetNW, Washington, D.C.
Febniffi
Peace Coras Info Sesston
8pns CS§ Ubfiy
Peace Corps volunteers serve in 71 countries in Africa, Asfa, the
Caribbean, Central and South America, Europe and the Middle East.
Volunteers work in areas like education, youth outreach and community
development, the environment, and information technology. Come learn
more about this unique and exciting job opportunity.
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Horoscopes
AQUARIUS
January,20 - February 18
Does it seem like your best
friend isn't really on your team
anymore? Take this week as an
opportunity to make sure that
the two ot you are on the same
play. If your friend continues to
commit fouls, don't hesitate to
award a penalty.
PISCES
February 19 - March 20
Show how much you truly care
and give your significant other
something sentimental, like a
worn-in jersey from your high
school team. Ask that someone
to wear it when you cuddle up
and watch a game together.
ARES
March 21 - April 19
Intimidated by some seriously
daunting competition? Don't be.
You're amazing. Stay focused
and, with a little bit of determi-
nation, you'll be sure to shut out
any opposition just like the
Steelers shut out the Seahawks.
TAURUS
April 20 - May 20
Feel free to take a timeout and
treat yourself to something
other than protein shakes.
You've performed great! You
deserve a reward after your
many terrific accomplishments
recently on and off the field.
GEMINI
May 21 - June 21
Don't be surprised if that hottie
you gave your number to two
weekends ago finally calls.
After all, it was a busy week,
what, with the Super Bowl fes-
tivities and all. But, whatever
you do,, make sure he/she's not a
Broncos fan.
CANCER
June 22 - July 22
Force yourself to finally tackle
that task you've been putting off
for weelcs. Coach yourself
through and you'll reach the end
zone before you know it. You're
only allowed a short victory
dance "though; you procrastina-
tor.
LEO
July 23 - August 22
If your crush fumbles, yet again,
and skips the goodnight kiss
after another great date, go for
the touchdown yourself and
plant a wet one on him or her.
Lay-out the play once, and your
night will definitely go into
overtime.
VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
Don't lose faith if you feel like,
no matter what, you just can't
help but lose. The game is about
to turn around, in your favor.
You are finally going to earn
that trophy that you've played
all season for.
LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
Don t get too caught up in'your
search for a Tom Brady or NFL
cheerleader look-alike. An
unexpected someone has an
amazing heart and will be sure
to treat you like the champion
that you are, if given the chance.
SCORPIO
October 23 - November 21
Still waiting for your crush to
ask you out? It's time to stop
wan-nine the bench and map out
the perfect play yourself. If
needed, enlist the help of a
coach. With the right strategy,
you're sure to score.
SAGITTARIUS
November 22 - December 21
Already made a few fumbles
this semester? Haven't really
put in enough effort into your
. courseworkvStart practicing for
your next test. Practice always
makes perfect and with a little
studying, you are sure to win
big.
CAPRICORN
December 22 - January 19
Bummed that the Seahawks
lost? Cheer yourself up by get-
ting your mind-off 91 things.
Kick off the week with a new
activity, like submitting an arti-
cle to the Tripod. As long as
•your new game
 ;plaa doesn'tinvolve a football, you're set.
Lauren Labels People Via Polos
By BRIE SCHWARTZ
FEATURES WRITER
Every good Jewish boy on
Long Island dreams of becoming a
plastic surgeon, marrying a woman
who likes Billy Joel but doesn't
sing along, and serves bagels in
bed. • But Ralph Lipshitz dreamed
big. For his Bar Mitzvah, instead
of season tickets or cash, he asked
to become a New England aristo-
crat.
Lipshitz has since changed his
last name to Lauren, relocated to
Westchester, bought a mansion or
two and fashioned a series of cou-
ture dresses inspired by his car col-
lection. Not bad for little Lipshitz.
Beyond being a style icon,
Ralph Lauren is also an economist
and a philosopher. He has redefined
the social hierarchy based on his
clothing groupings and you can
determine a lot about a person
depending on which section they
are attracted to. The blue label
items are the base rate clothes,
made of cotton and reminiscent of
the way Lauren dres.sed in his early
days when he had things like bills
to worry about it. The people who
load their closet with blue label
merchandise, which almost always
displays the polo icon, want to
prove that they are chic by pro-
nouncing his name with an exotic
flourish instead of appropriately as
the American girl's name. They are
the pubescent girls who save their
babysitting money to but a $75 knit
. and they are the nouveau-riche who
think that horse decor will make
them look old money. They say
they feel put together and clean
when they wear their blue label
gams even though the cable knit
sweaters make everyone (me, :esp&~
daily) look puffy and the oxfords
wrinkle easily. Still, they wear
these clothes to attract other blue
labelerswho don't have the refined
eye to recognize the purple or the
black label clothing that don't dis-
play the icon as boldly.
The people who wear black
label are proud to have graduated
from the blue. They purchase over
priced linen pants to take on their
Floridian cruises. They also mis-
pronounce Ralph's name as they try
to disguise that they only came into
the store seeking out the sales mer-
chandise. They too have something
to prove.
Those that wear purple label
buy blue label for their nanny's
children but otherwise they don't
glance in that direction. They go-
straight for the.$3,000 dollar tweed
blazer that they refer to as "an
important piece" that they need for
the Fall and make no mention of
Mr. Lauren's last name. They say,
"Ralph did fabulous work this sea-
son" as if they are friends with him
and they may as well be consider-
ing they are keeping his estates
afloat.
There is a tacit agreement
amongst all purple labelers to never
discuss price. This is a true sign of
class (except of course that it's
totally tacky to refer to someone as
"classy"). The more expensive the
.item is, the more drawn to it they
are. The $400 camisole will be
sold before a comparable $80 tank
because the larger the shock value
on the ticket, the larger the pride of
ownership.
To further this hierarchy, the
labels are separated by room. Last
week a blue label cashmere wool
blend got mixed in with a black
label cardigan and a girl almost lost
,^het':}6t};'i'>i^ l^ h'^ gi^ 'air«d^B''WQrld
where the classes could be separat-
ed by fabric.
As one of the youngest sales
associates at Ralph Lauren, I have
ample time to observe because I
don't like having to compete with
my colleagues for customers. I'd
rather talk to the walk-ins than have
them feel as though I am trying to
sell them something, which is iron-
ic because after all, I am trying to
sell them something. I hate offi-
cious sales people who follow you
around the store. People seldom
need help but every manager will
force you to ignore this minor
detail. Instead, you are told to
greet each customer within two
minutes of arrival and always be
friendly and supportive of their
shopping endeavors. The only peo-
ple who I am ever anxious to help
are the B-list celebrities. I recently
did a lot of gift wrapping for
Ashanti who insisted on being put
on the VIP discount list. Days
before, L.L. Cool J bought some
nice new towels, Susan Lucci
bought and returned the same skirt
three times and J.Lo spent
$2,417.64 on baby clothes.
Ralph Lauren manufactured a
world where college students,
influential rap moguls and real
grown-ups alike can come together
to spread the upper class aesthetic.
Thanks to a well constructed cos-
tume closet of Ralphian attire,
everyone can look like they have
just dined at their yacht club.
Ralph Lauren provides us all with
the opportunity to put together a
series of effortless brightly colored
ensembles that simply require the
ability to match in order to look
good. Ralph understood that not
everyone can afford his duds, so he
created wonderful things like out-
letSi; Little Ralphy Lipshitz grew to.
be a mensch indeed.
iff
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Authors Share Writing Tips Syriana Exposes
Oil Company FlawsVonnegut, Gatesand Weiner amuse
all at the Biishnell
B y S A R A Y O O
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
"Humans are a disease," Kurt
Vonnegut declared to a sold-out
audience Saturday evening at the
Bushnell Theatre. All .throughout the
night Vonnegut (who moderator
Colin McEnroe compared to Mark
Twain) managed to deliver credence
to such similar brazen comments in
a discussion hosted by the Hartford
Public Library and the Connecticut
Forum entitled, "An Evening with
our Favorite Writers." Joined by fel-
low writers Joyce Carol Oates and
Jennifer Weiner, the panel discussed
everything from politics to personal
experiences to the dying art that is
writing fiction.
Save for a few comments on
conservative government being the
"enemy," Vonnegut did not waste
much time on debasing the world's
injustices. He portrayed a concern
for society that ran much deeper
than a scorn for our current adminis-
tration — that war was not the whole
problem but merely a symptom of a
greater flaw that is human beings
themselves. In the tradition of his
very first novel, Player Piano, in
which he mocks General Electric,
Vonnegut's latest novel, A Man
Without a'Country (2005), mocks
our dependence on oil. "Driving
automobiles, it's the only thing that
gives you respect these days. So
people aren't going; to give {petrole-
um] up," he said despondently-After
tjgjgg ' " ""~"""~
actly, Tthirik the world is coining
to an end," a somewhat ironic state-
ment considering wars cannot be
waged with a depletion of fossil,
fuels. As a former captured battalion
scout who witnessed the firebomb-
ing of Dresden during World War II,
Vonnegut's deliberate anti'war senti-
ments resonate through his work,
namely his most acclaimed book
Slaughterhouse-Five (1969), a
novel written about that very event.
"I can say whatever I damn please
and it makes no difference,"
Vonnegut said in response to the ris-
ing popularity of non-fiction on the
market and the decline of controver-
sial reactions audiences have to fic-
tion, "I'm not remotely threatening
to them," he observed about the
futility of his writing. Perhaps if Ray
Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451 scenario
were to become a reality and books
were burned for their content,
Vonnegut truly would feel satisfied
that he had done a good job with his
writing.
•?.
When asked about fiction itself,
Vonnegut stated that producing fic-
tion was a form of "practical joking,
making people care about some-
thing that isn't going on." Joyce
Carol Oates, the author of books
such as Wliat I Lived For, Black
Water, and We Were the Mulvaneys,
had a slightly different perspective
on the art of fiction. "We have a
deep instinctive need and love of
stories, and I just turned it into a
craft," stated the current Professor
of Humanities at Princeton
University. For Oates, creating sto-
ries is like "problem solving," and
she claims that every author is an
individual with the ability to create
characters that are the antithesis of
who the author is. Writers speak
from their own experiences, but
Oates "identifies with many differ-
see CYNICAL on page 18
www.ctforum.org
Author Kurt Vonnegut spoke at "An Evening with our Favorite Writers."
By EVAN NORRIS
STAFF WRITER
Movies in which each charac-
ter's life is connected in some way to
all others are especially difficult to
make. As audiences saw in last
year's Crash, a tale of intersecting
lives can often be contrived and pre-
dictable. The new political thriller,
Syriana, enjoys all of the impulsive-
ness and innovation of collage
films, but avoids all of their pitfalls.
At no point is Syriana predictable; it
unfolds with the spontaneity of the
real world.
Syriana has a large cast of char-
acters, many of whom are played by
major celebrities. Despite the pres-
ence of stars like George Clooney,
Matt Damon and Christopher
Plummer, no protagonist exists in
Syriana. The force around which
each character revolves is the oil
industry. The industry pulls charac-
ters together, forces them apart, and
creates webs in which an action in
the Persian Gulf can influence a
decision in Washington, D.C.
Syriana was. written and direct-
ed by Stephen Gaghan, who won a
Best Adapted Screenplay Oscar for
his work on Traffic. As he did in
Traffic, Gaghan in Syriana trans-
forms human feeling and action into
threads from which he weaves a
complex tapestry. Among his char-
acters are Bob , Barnes (George
Clooney) a career CIA man; Prince
Nasir (Alexander Siddig), a progres-
sive Gulf .emir; and Bryan
Woodman (Matt Damon), ah energy
consultant. Other characters include
corporate lawyers, oil industry fat-
cats and unemployed Pakistani
w\\ \v movierepoi lei .com
Matt Damon stars in Syriana.
workers. As Syriana progresses, the
connections between its characters
emerge which, in turn, shed light on
the oil industry and its effect on the
people of the world.
Two of the most thought-pro-
voking stories include that of Bob
Barnes and of Wasim Khan (Mazhar
Munir), a young Pakistani worker.
Barnes, played compellingly by
Clooney, is a man married to the
CIA. As a field agent he is subject to
the underbelly of the intelligence
community. His work for bis coun-
try is rarely acknowledged and
never rewarded. His real-world
knowledge of Iran contrasts ironi-
cally with the idealistic rhetoric of
politicians in Washington. When
Barnes is sent into Iran ona danger-
ous mission, he begins to suspect his
agency. Slowly, he uncovers the
truth about his job and the man he
was sent to kill.
Wasim Khan is a young worker
in the Gulf who was recently fired
from his post. As he and his friend
see SYRIANA on page 17
Academy Releases
Oscar Nominations
By DAPHNE HALLETT
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
Oscar nominations were
announced this past Tuesday, and
there were no surprises amongst
the nominees. Brokeback
Mountain, Ang Lee's cowboy
romance, earned eight nomina-
tions, while Paul Haggis's Crash
earned six. Unlike past years,
nominations were heaped on films
that discussed serious societal
problems, whether homophobia or
racial tension. This year's ceremo-
ny should be a tight race, as no
clear favorite has emerged in any
particular category.
Star Wars: Episode III Revenge
of the Sith may have earned an
obscene amount of money (over
$850 million worldwide), but for-
tunately, it was merit and not box-
office success that garnered
Academy Award nominations this
year. Episode III was nominated
for only one category, makeup, in
which it joined the Christian
Right's new favorite flick, The
Chronicles of Narnia, as well as
Cinderella Man.
Another film that undoubtedly
does not deserve its nomination is
War of The Worlds (for Sound
Editing and Visual Effects). King
Kong, which generated a signifi-
cant amount of Oscar buzz upon its
release, was a crowd-pleaser that
merited some recognition (which it
vaguely got in the nominations
department). This year, however,
big budget fiascos (and some big-
budget gems) lost out to more
independent films with intellectu-
ally stimulating plotlines.
Brokeback Mountain, Capote,
Crash, Good Night and Good
Luck, and Munich were all right-
fully nominated for. Best Picture, a
lineup that is mainly characterized
by its tendency towards political
commentary. This trend is reflected
across the nominations, with
actresses such as Charlize Theron
(North Country) and Felicity
Huffman (Transamerica) repre-
senting their groundbreaking films
in the Best Actress category.
Theron portrays the female miner
involved in a history-making sexu-
see OSCARS on page 17
www.entertainmentwise.com
Jon Stewart will host the 2006 Oscars.
Cinestudio
Classe Tous Risques
Feb. 5, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.; Feb. 6-7, 7:30 p.m.
Thanks to Rialto Pictures, who has given us excellent new prints of Grand Illusion, Bob Le Flambeur and Nights
ofCabiria, local movie fans get to see the classic existential/gangster movie that was a hit in France, but only
played the States briefly, in a dubbed version. Classe Tous Risques is the work of Claude Sautet, (Vincent,
Frangois, Paul and the Others and Nelly and Monsieur Arnaud), who died in 2000. Lino Ventura stars as a good-
hearted thug on the lam in Italy, whose homesickness leads him on a risky journey back to Paris, getting help
along the way from a thief played by the young and gorgeous Jean-Paul Belmondo, shortly before Breathless
would make him an international icon. "Adoozy of a French gangster pic that, in its beautifully refurbished re-
release, turns out to be one' of the highlights of the 2005 movie year." - Lisa Schwartzbaum, Entertainment
Weekly. ... • ! ; .
Syriana
Feb. 8-10, 7:30 p.m.; Feb. 11,2:30,& 7:30 p.m.
George Clooney snatches the title of sexiest progressive actor from Sean Perm by starring in two of the year's
best political movies: Good Night, and Good Luck (which he also directed), and Syriana, directed by Stephen
Gaghan, who wrote the screenplay for Traffic. Inspired by the memoirs of Robert Baer, Syriana casts George
Clooney as a CIA operative who has begun to question the morality of his role in a complex mission involving
corrupt Middle Eastern governments, U. S. corporations and oil. The fascinating interplay of characters, plot and
politics make Syrianaa nail-biting thriller with an extra punch that comes from getting at the truth. "Intelligent,
political, incensed, timely and appropriately cynical." - Wesley Morris, Boston Globe.
Casablanca
Feb. 12, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.; Feb. 13-14, 7:30 p.m.
If it's Valentine's Day, it must be time to take the one that makes your heart skip a beat to see what may well be
the most romantic film of all time - Casablanca. In the Nazi-controlled city where expatriate Rick (Humphrey
Bogart) runs his cafe, the refugees he casts a cool eye on are on the run for their lives. When his long lost lover
(played by Ingrid Bergman) and her Resistance leader husband (Paul Henreid) turn up asking for help, it is the
ultimate test for his incorrigibly cynical heart. And remember - they'll always have Paris. Academy Awards for
Best Picture, Best Director and Best Screenplay. • •
The Squid and the Whale s
Feb. 15-17, 7:30 p.m; Feb. 18, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.
A child of divorce gets his own son back, with a devastatingly funny look at warring parents who use their 12
and 16-year-old sons as pawns in their inept battle of loyalties. Noah Baumbach's expose of a family that scores
high on culture and dismally on emotional intelligence is loosely based on his own teen years in Park Slope,
Brooklyn, as the child of film critic Georgia Brown and novelist Jonathan Baumbach. There is an undeniable
ouch factor to the parents, cleverly played by Jeff Daniels and Laura Linney: do they really share custody of the
luckless family cat? Winner, Best Director and Best Screenwriting Awards, 2005 Sundance Film Festival.
"Without jerking tears or reducing the acid content of his wit, Baumbach's humane movie gets under your skin.'
-Peter Travers, Rolling Stone. . . , ' , '
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Colorful Art on Display at AAC Wadsworth Hosts
have. The felt pieces are even dis-
played in such a way that, instead of
laying flat against the wall, they
bulge outward towards the viewer at
certain places. These protrusions
give a three-dimensional aspect to
Lowe's work that stands in contrast
to the flat works on the drafting
paper. However, some of the colored
pencil drawings are not framed and
flow unattached to the the wall at
the bottom, which is an interesting
and unexpected method of hanging
the works. Many viewers wouldn't
expect a work of art to be displayed
in a way other than behind glass and
a velvet rope.
Ms. Lowe's works surely elicit
different reactions and interpreta-
tions from each person that views
her work. Just a^ everyone sees
different objects in clouds, each
person might see different things in
each of these pieces, ranging from
a chandelier, to a spinal column, to
a bat, to a spider.
Perhaps this is how the artist
meant for the audience to interpret
her works. "1 chose the title
['nether land']," Lowe explained,
"because I think of my work as
existing in a kind of imaginary
space between physical reality and
a more 'dream-like' or 'fantastic'
world."
The audience certainly senses
an almost surreal feeling from
viewing the works displayed ~ the
forms, combined with the unex-
pected color combinations help to,
as Kathleen Whitney put in her
essay on Lowe's work (reprinted in
the exhibit brochure), "define, the
characteristics of the fantastic."
Viewer response to the exhibit
was mixed, with some students
unable to decipher Lowe's surreal
images. For others, however, the
event was a collection of beautiful-
ly colored pieces. Julia Pitassy
'08, "I found the art to be very
impressive and interesting. The
artist clearly has a great sense of
color and shape."
"nether land" is yet another
excellent exhibit put on by the
Widener Gallery at the Austin Arts
Center. These free exhibits always
showcase fascinating works, pro-
viding Trinity and the Greater
Hartford community with a source
of art and culture, working hand-
in-hand with several other artistic
venues such as the Wadsworth
Atheneum. The exhibit is on dis-
play during Austin Arts Center
hours until Saturday, March 11.
1
 Sam Lin
One of Constance Lowe's colorful yet puzzling inkblots from her exhibition "nether land" on display at Widener Gallery.
CD/DVD Releases This Week
WALLACE AND GROMIT: THE CURSE OF
THE WERE-RABBIT
It's 'vege-mania' in Wallace and Gromit's neighbor-
hood, and our two enterprising chums are cashing in
with their humane pest-control outfit," Anti-Pesto."
With only days to go before the annual Giant
Vegetable Competition, business is booming, but
Wallace & Gromit are finding out that running a
"humane" pest control outfit has its drawbacks.
Suddenly, a huge, mysterious, veg-ravaging "beast"
begins attacking the town's sacred vegetable plots at
night, and the competition hostess, Lady Tottmgton
(Helena Bonham Carter), commissions Anti-Pesto
to catch it and save the day.
JUST LIKE HEAVEN
Elizabeth Masterson (Reese Witherspoon) is a dedi-
cated, workaholic doctor who is way to busy for a
life. One night, she gets into a horrible car accident
and becomes a spirit stuck .between heaven and
earth. She doesn't know she's dead and thinks noth-
ing has happened iintil she meets David Abbot
(MarkRuffalo), a lonely architect, who rents her old
apartment. David thinks he's crazy by seeing
Elizabeth's spirit and tries to get rid of her, but she
just won't go away. Although the two are complete
opposites they somehow may just form a relation-
-ship. .
EL1ZABETHTOWN
After causing the Oregon shoe company he works
for to lose hundreds of millions of dollars, Drew
Baylor (Orlando Bloom) is fired for his mistake and
promptly dumped by his girlfriend, Ellen. On the
verge of suicide, Drew is oddly given a new purpose
in life when he is brought back to his family's small
Kentucky hometown of Elizabethtown. Following
the death of his father, Mitch, it falls to him to make
sure that his dying wishes are fulfilled. On the way
home, Drew meets a flight attendant, Claire Colburn
(Kirsten Dunst), with whom he falls in love, in a
romance that helps his life get back on track.
THE LIFE PURSUIT
Written almost, entirely by. frontman Stuart
Murdoch, Belle And Sebastian's sixth album is a
magnificently assured and diverse pop record. With
nods to such influences as Cornelius, Manfred
Mann, and David Bowie, The Life Pursuit mingles
the folky, be-sweatered pathos of the group's earli-
est work with joyfully satirical late '60s sunshine
pop, and the sophisticated '80s-influenced work
reminiscent of their prior album, 2OO3's Dear
Catastrophe Waitress.
EYE TO THE TELESCOPE
KT Tunstall is a sparkling new songwriter with
Chinese blood, a Scottish heart, great legwarmers,
and a cool name. KT celebrates classic singer-song-
writing in the tradition of Rikki Lee Jones, Carol
King, and Fleetwood Mac with an articulate, acces-
sible brew of rootsy sass, wistful quandary and
after4iours atmosphere. KT's unique perspective
offers an emotionally connecting intensity through
its gripping lyrical bite and heartfelt melody. Her
debut album is the creative consequence of an
inquiring imagination with production duties sup-
plied by Steve Osborne (U2, New Order, Doves).
COMFORT OF STRANGERS
Few vocalists equal the expressive subtlety of Beth
Orton, whose fourth album is both her most musi-
cally spare and artistically complex to date. Not
only does the production and backing by Jim
O'Rourke (known for his work with Sonic Youth
and Wilco) capture Orton's vocal, style at its most
unstudied and unvarnished, the lack of embellish-
ment focuses all the more attention on her songwrit-
ing. From the jazzy phrasing on the deceptively
jaunty "Worms," through the haunting "Feral," and
the amazing grace of the closing, hymnlike "Pieces
of. Sky," Orton's songs give voice to the sort of
knotty, prickly emotions that are as hard to define as
they are deeply felt.
See www.amazon.com for more details.
Rodin Exhibition
Exhibit Shows a
Diverse Blend of
Rodin's Works
ByKATYNOLIN
ARTS EDITOR
The Wadsworth Atheneum
recently opened its Auguste Rodin
exhibit, labeled "one of the world's
most comprehensive collections of
sculptures," making this the French
sculptor's first major exhibition in
the state of Connecticut. The collec-
tion, which features works from the
Iris and B. Gerald Cantor
Foundation, includes many of
Rodin's famous bronze statues as
well as some of his lesser-known
sketches. B. Gerald Cantor "was
obsessed by the feeling of strength,
power, and sensuality" in Rodin's
work. He purchased his first Rodin
(at the price of two months' rent) in
his 20s and he would go on to col-
lect over 750 of Rodin's pieces dur-
ing his lifetime, many of which were
on display.
The exhibit, which spans several
rooms of the museum's upper floor,
chronicles Rodin's artistic life from
Ms earlier pieces and sketches to his
later, famed masterpieces, which
include "The Thinker" and "The
Gates of Hell." Also displayed in
the collection are portraits and busts
done by other artists, such as
Edward Steichen, in honor of Rodin.
What is instantly recognizable in
Rodin's artwork is his love for the
www.theartifact.com
Auguste. Rodin's "The Cathedral."
human form, especially the hands,
which he perfected in "The
Cathedral" — a beautiful piece of
intertwining hands that look like a
church steeple. Additionally, Rodin
often made many copies of one indi-
vidual work in an attempt to perfect
the feel of the piece; for example, he
made over 50 different models for
his Honore de Balzac (a famous
French writer of the 19th century)
character study, only to have his
final copy rejected by the city.
Rodin differs from modern artists in
that he supported the mass manufac-
ture and copying of his work, leav-
see WADSWORTH on page18, , .
Jazz Quartet Rocks
the Underground
By ANDREW PEDRO
JOE FOX
ARTS CONTRIBUTORS
On Thursday, Feb. 2, a group of
students and friends of Trinity
enjoyed an entertaining and relax-
ing night at the Underground
Coffeehouse. Trinity Visiting
Lecturer in Music Kris Allen led
his jazz quartet on alto saxophone
and was accompanied by three
extremely talented musicians:
Milan Milanovich on piano,
Dezron Douglas on bass, and Israel
Bannerman on drums. The quartet
played an assortment of original
songs written by members of the
group.
This event was co-sponsored
by the Underground Coffeehouse
and the Jazz theme suite "The
Quartet." It had a great turnout
considering that the Underground
was not scheduled to be open for
the entire week. In addition, for
those not looking to experience
late night, or for those who wanted
to start it slowly, the event was a
great escape and outlet from work.
Marissa Zanno '08 commented, "It
was a very relaxing environment
with a 'homey' feel to i t . . . it was a
great study break."
It was a very informal event, as
shown when Professor Allen
brought up a few friends from the
audience to join the group for a
few songs. Professor Allen can
also be seen on campus leading the
Trinity College Jazz Ensemble as
well as instructing a Jazz History
course. ,
1
 Sam Lin
Professor Kris Allen plays his saxophone at the.Underground Jazz Show.
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Oscars Recognize Politically Progressive Films
continued from page 15
al harassment lawsuit, and
Huffman plays a man torn between
an upcoming sex-change surgery
and the discovery that he has
fathered a young son.
In the Best Actress in a
Supporting Role category, Frances
McDormand {North Country),
Catharine Keener {Capote), and
Michelle Williams {Brokeback
Mountain) compounded the honors
heaped on their films in the other
acting categories, while Amy
Adams {June Bug) and Rachel
Weisz {The Constant Gardener)
were lone nominees from their
respective casts. Almost all of the
films that filled the more distin-
guished acting categories were fas-
cinating to watch, with the possi-
ble exception of Keira Knightley's
nearly insipid Pride and Prejudice.
From Terrence Howard {Hustle
and Flow) to Reese Witherspoon
{Walk the Line) to George Clooney
{Syriana) the nominees acted with
serious aplomb and the nominated
films were shockingly good.
Highlights of this year's more
"artistic" film scene include
Memoirs of a Geisha and The
Squid and the Whale. It was disap-
pointing that Geisha did not trans-
form its stunning art direction,
fluid musical score and sparkling,
diverse cast into a film with pro-
found acting direction and a plot-
line. While The Squid and The
Whale prompted viewers to think
with its truthful portrayal of a dys-
functional family, Memoirs of a
Geisha left most of the audience
hungering for more depth and can-
dor (Was the pre-war portion of the
movie set in Epcot or Japan?)
Ultimately, however, it was unfor-
tunate that The Squid and the
Whale and Memoirs of a Geisha
did not receive the number of nom-
inations that many felt that they
deserved.
Moving to the more publicly
lauded, the Academy recognized
several films that transcended triv-
ial plots and so-so actors. Both
Hustle and Flow and Walk the Line
gave their audiences very different
forays into the music world, but
the two films brought their viewers
in with great screenplays, fabulous
direction and even better acting.
Crash and Brokeback Mountain
(both of which have received sev-
eral other accolades) were honored
repeatedly. They are a very deserv-
ing twosome, however, due to the
conversations that they have
prompted as well as their fantastic
casts and direction.
Among Jake Gyllenhaal, Matt
Dillon, Heath Ledger, and
Michelle Williams, there's a
chance that at least one member
from each respective cast will be
awarded an Oscar. By breaking the
intangible rules of political cor-
rectness on the big screen and forc-
ing their audiences to think about
personal and national values,
Crash and Brokeback Mountain
are definitely top contenders
across the board.
Syriana, Munich, Good Night
and Good Luck, and Capote seem
to have broken several of the rules
of as well. Syriana, starring
George Clooney and Matt Damon,
was a well-timed and expertly
done criticism of the oil industry
(see "Syriana" on page 15 for a
review). Good Night and Good
'''fofcnpoti. ' director and star) addresses the
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Good Night and Good Luck received six Academy Award nominations.
tension between newscaster
Edward R. Murrow and Senator
Joseph McCarthy in the 1950s. The
movie is a fast-paced view of a
controlling, paranoid government,
not unlike our society today. The
novel idea of the media as a means
for dissent in times of government
oppression is a major theme of the
film that has a deep resonance in
our culture today.
Steven Spielberg's Munich fol-
lows in this conflict-driven vein
that many of the other films have
established. Contrary to his prece-
dent, Spielberg skips all self-con-
gratulation to focus on the reper-
cussions of the 1972 Olympics,
and his massive budget is justified
by the final quality of the film.
Munich never translated into box-
• success;"however, which is
surprising given the drawing
power of Spielberg and his star,
Eric Bana. One of the more sur-
prising nominees this year is
Capote, a keen investigation of
Truman Capote's consuming mas-
terpiece, In Cold Blood. Capote is
a popular figure this year, as anoth-
er biopic, Infamous, is being
filmed this year.
Ultimately, all of the films
nominated concentrated on serious
and influential issues, a very dif-
ferent scenario from past Academy
Award ceremonies where films like
Lord of the Rings: The Return oj
the King swept all categories. This
year promises to be an emotion-
filled event that will hopefully
raise awareness for the many social
injustices addressed in the films.
The 78th Annual Academy Awards
will be shown on ABC. on March 5, •
at 8 p.m.
Syriana Should Be
Required Viewing
continued from page 15
can not depend on welfare or gov-
ernment support, they turn to reli-
gion. The religious circle they are
drawn to can afford to offer them
food and shelter. Eventually, the
charismatic clerics who teach the
Quran make an impression on the
young workers. Liberal democracy
has failed, they tell the Pakistanis,
and the West has failed.
Although Syriana could be
interpreted as a political assault, it
takes aim only at the oil industry,
never at political parties or personal-
ities. After all, both Democrats and
Republicans, Americans and
Chinese, need oil. Gaghan, who is
again nominated for an Academy
Award for his screenplay, is only
making an observation. His credit
lies in his transformation of an
observation into living and breath-
•i
ing commentary.
It is unlikely that Gaghan will
win an Oscar for his work. Good
Night and Good Luck (directed by
Clooney), with similar political
themes, will probably run away with
that, prize. However, it is entirely
possible that Clooney will be award-
ed with Best Supporting Oscar hon-
ors for this film. His performance is
plausible and engaging. Although
his screen time in Syriana was short,
his footprint sinks deepest in the :
movie.
As both an enjoyable film and a
major movie, Syriana should be
required watching for all those
invested in the oil industry. As
Gaghan proves in Syriana, the
greasy web sprawling from oil
touches us all. Syriana will be play-,
ing at Cinestudio Feb. 8 through,
Feb. 10 at 7:30 p.m. and Feb. 11 at
2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
• . . - . ' , . ' www.cinematical.com
George Clooney was nominated for an Academy Award for his role in Syriana.
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Cynical Vonnegut | Sculptures Shine at Atheneum
Amuses Audience continued from page 16
continued from page 15
ent kinds of people ... there's a spir-
itual connection that we have with
others that goes below the surface."
The next topic of discussion was
the need for an "alter ego" or pseu-
donym in fiction. Vonnegut took the
opportunity to declare that Kilgore
Trout, the character that Breakfast of
Champions is based on and who
makes appearances in many of his
books, is not another version of him-
self. "It's fun to experiment. Kilgore
Trout is a science fiction writer. It's
much easier to simply tell a science
fiction story than to actually write a
science fiction book so I created
Kilgore Trout for that," he said.
Oates said that she adopted alter
egos through writing under pseudo-
nyms; Her reasoning for this is that
each time she publishes a new
novel, she will not be judged by her
; • / . . . .
mots.extraits.free.fr
Prominent author Joyce Carol Oates.
previous works, but instead, the
entire process will have the feeling
of a "new novel, written by a new
person."
Throughout the discussion,
Jennifer Weiner, a native of
Sirnsbury, Conn, and author of In
Her Shoes and Good in Bed, did a
stellar job of sitting beside literary
heavyweights Vonnegut and Oates
and proved to the audience that she
was more than just another "Chick-
Lit" author who wrote drugstore
paperbacks featuring pictures of
Cameron Diaz on the cover. She
spoke frankly of her desire to write
a novel as a man and her mixed feel-
ings of pride and embarrassment
when she informed her mother that
her first book published was entitled
Good in Bed. Weiner had a slightly
more positive philosophy compared
to Vonnegut's belief that humans
need to be obliterated. "Things
obviously need fixing and chang-
ing," she said, "It is up to people of,
conscience to fix them and leave
things better than they found them."
Weiner is clearly on .her way to
becoming a major novelist.
Despite the different back-
grounds of the three writers, they all
subscribed to the same idea that
some form of art is necessary for
life. "Writing or practicing any art is
a way to make your soul grow. I
don't know why everyone doesn't
paint or draw," Vonnegut said. To
this, Oates sarcastically challenged,
"Why bother, when the world is
coming to an end?" Vonnegut
replied, "On Judgment Day, it mat-
ters whether you come with a small
soul or a big soul." As an after-
thought he added; "I also would rec-
ommend safe sex."
Austin Arts Center
Exhibition: Constance Lowe
Thursday, Feb. 2 - Saturday, March 11
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery - Free Admission
Elaborately colored drawings based on inkblots and related works in
wool felt. Lowe's primary concerns in the work are re-production and the
agency of color. The Widener Gallery is located in the Austin Arts Center
and is open Sunday through Friday, 1 - 6 p.m.
"Runes"
Wednesday, Feb. 22,7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 47, 3rd Floor, Free Admission
Internationally acclaimed modern dance artist Margie Gillis and nation-
ally known choreographer/dancer Paola Styron will show sections of
their new work, "Runes," inspired by the small stones, inscribed with a
code of symbols, which were used by the Vikings as tools for divination
and spiritual growth. The piece is an emotional and physical exploration
of humankind's deep connection with the forces of nature from which
those symbols were derived. Gillis and Styron will be in residence at
Trinity, rehearsing "Runes," during the week of the performance.
Guest Art Series Performance (GASP!) presents:
New England Bach Soloists
Friday, Feb. 24, 7:30 p.m.
Trinity College Chapel, $15 General Admission/$ 10 Discounts
A rare treat for classical music enthusiasts as the region's most notable
Bach ensemble performs in the beautiful and acoustic College Chapel.
This specially-requested Trinity program will include: The Brandenburg
Second and Fourth Concertos, Sinfonia 42, and the Double Violin
Concerto.
Guest Art Series Performance (GASP!) presents:
Eternal Carnival!
Saturday, March 11, 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater, $15 General/$10 Discounts
A specially-commissioned concert featuring guest artists directly from
Trinidad including the island's vocal sensation Ella Andall teaming with
Boston-based musician and musical director Ron Reid and his Rhythm
Earth Ensemble. This exciting program will pay tribute to the legacy of
Trinidadian composer, the late Andre Tanker, and the memory of the late
Lise Waxer, a much-loved teacher of music at Trinity. Both Tanker and
Waxer were instrumental in the work of the College's global learning site
in Trinidad. Generously supported the A.K. Smith Fund of the English
Department, the 1634 Fund, and the Office of Multicultural Affairs.
ing orders that all of his pieces were
to be reproduced continually after
his death. He is an early example of
an artist working purely for art's
One expects his
sculptures to
spring to life.
sake and not for his own fame or
wealth.
Rodin's art marks a transition
from the more subdued, classical art
of the 19th century to the shocking,
abstract pieces of later artists such
as Picasso and Dali. His pieces are
realistic and imperfect, which helps
to capture the fluidity and move-
ment of the human form. When
viewed up close, his sculptures may
initially seem rough, with many
etchings and folds that make for a
dark, demon like work. However,
.Rodin knew the effect that light
would have on his sculptures, and,
when viewed from a distance, they
are detailed and accurate reflections
of the human form, not idealized
abstractions. One almost expects his
sculptures to spring to life — he
seems to capture the subject in mid-
action.
It is interesting to note that many
of Rodin's contemporaries did not
like his art, deeming it to be
unskilled and primal. Rodin did not
create art under his own name until
he was in his 30s, because he was
working at a nameless art produc-
tion factory. It is due to this that
Rodin was able to mass-manufac-
ture his own pieces later in his
career. Rodin's sculptures differ
sharply from the typical late
Victorian art, which was modest,
classical and demure. Many of his
pieces, especially figures from his
"Gates of Hell", are contorted, tor-
mented subjects, whose open
mouths and twisted bodies seem to
cry out in pain. Most of his work
would have been intended for the
public eye, as many of his sculptures
were commissioned as public monu-
ments. His statues appear very dif-
ferent from the typical "victory
monument" though, portraying not
only the heroism and the valor of his
subject, but also its anguish and raw
emotion.
The curators did an excellent job
of making this exhibit accessible to
all visitors , even those without a
background in art history or French
culture. The gallery rooms are spa-
cious and bright ~ a nice contrast to
Rodin's dark figures — and there are
ample descriptions of Rodin's life
and culture as well as his methodol-
ogy. Particularly enjoyable was a
brief film detailing Rodin's making
of "The Gates of Hell," which al.su
chronicled the restoration of the
massive piece. Additionally, there
was a step-by-step portrayal of the
lost wax (or cire perdue) technique
that Rodin used to create his bronze
works. The process is quite long,
approximately ten steps, and is an
impressive testament to Rodin's
skill.
The Wadsworth Atheneum is a
smaller (and less expensive!) ver-
sion of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art located minutes from Trinity.
Your Trinity I.D. will get you into
the Wadsworth free of charge,
allowing you to see not only the
Rodin exhibit, but also the muse-
um's wonderful collections of
American and European art, furni-
ture, and sculpture. "Rodin: A
Magnificent Obessesion" will run
until April 30, so be sure to stop by
while you still can.
www.artsacred.c~.
"The Thinker" is a famous work of Rodin's and is on display at the Alliunciun.
i r t to Xm fir$t-Year
We're looking for talent!
Submit your written work, photography, or ortwork.
. The First-Year Papers is an annual publication established to recognize the
excellent work of f i rst year students. Submissions are currently being accepted
for work done in First-Year Seminars or Programs.
We do not accept work done for arty other course you m«y hove taken.
I f your work is accepted, .it will be included in the Tenth Edition of The First-
Year Papers and you will be honored for your achievement at the Honors bay
Ceremony in early May.
Submitting is easy. Just mail your work as a WORE) attachment to
Patricia.bums@trincoll.edu or if it's artwork or a photo, drop it off at the First-
Year Program office, Jones Lower Level
By Monday, February 13. 2006 ~ So Don't Delay)
We look forward to seeing your work!
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/-The Webster Theater-^
Mest, Allister, Scary
Kids Scaring Kids
Friday, Febraary 10
7 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $12
Senses Fail, Basel
Saturday, February 11
7 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $13.50
The Webster Theater Box Office
860-525-5553
www.tickets.com
Bushnell Events
Ha! Ha! Hartford!
An evening of standup comedy. Comedians
include Pete Correale, Becky Donohue and
Brad Mastrangelo
Friday, February 10
8:30 p.m.
Tickets $15-$22
The Music of Andrew
Lloyd Webber
Including songs from "Cats," "The Phantom
of the Opera," "Jesus Christ Superstar,"
"Sunset Boulevard," "Evita" and "The
Woman in White"
Runs February 7-February 12
7:30 p.m.
Tickets $18-$65
The Bushnell Box Office
860-987-5900
Campus Events
Trinity College's "Environment and Human Rights"
Spring Lecture Series Begins with
How the Third World's Napoleonic Code
Legal System Failed It
Lectured by Cristobal Bonifaz
Tuesday, February 7
5 p.m. Wean Terrace Room B, Mather Hall
for more information call
860-297-2029
^ Community — — - ^
Service Spotlight
On Saturday the community service club ACES teamed up
with ZETA sisters for the Souperbowl annual canned food drive. The
two groups worked together on the event last year and wanted to contin-
ue the tradition. The students split into two groups, one heading to the
Stop and Shop in Wethersfield and the other to the the West Hartford ••
branch. When customers entered, the volunteers asked for a few canned
donations as, they were shopping.
All cans were donated to the
Hartford Catholic Worker. This is an
organization geared to promote com-
passion toward the poor and eradi-
cate overall societal injustice.
"Everyone who helped* whether it
was Trinity volunteers or those who
donated, were very generous with
both their time and enthusiasm. I .
thought that this was a great cause to
give, up a few hours of a Saturday
| for," said senior ZETA sister Karla
Torres. "It made it so worthwhile to
see how grateful the children and
adults were at the Hartford Catholic
Worker." '
While ACES is a community service
focused group, the unofficial soroity
ZETA has also been dedicated to
Miriam Zichlin '06 and fydera Faines '09 altruistic efforts this year. In
the fall, ZETA participated in an AIDS walk and plans to form a team in
the upcoming campus wide Relay for Life.
The President of ACES, Miriam Zichlin, said, "I joined [ACES] because
I love working with the whole campus and the whole Hartford commu-
nity our events are fun to run and the people in our club are lots of fun
to be with. Our meetings are very laid back and we are always looking
for new members!"
Other ACES events to look forward to are the Annual Auction on March
9 in Mather, and the TCAC co-sponsored Fun Fair on April 15 to be
held out on the Quad.
The Hartford Catholic Worker House is located at 26 Clark St. For more
information call 860-724-7066 or visit http://www.catholicworker.org
-Hannah Charry
-Chapel Happenings-
Tuesday, February 7
9:30 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Banquet- A student led prayer service and fellowship
Wednesday, February 8
12:15 p.m. Crypt Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass
5 p.m.-7 p.m. Chapel Tower
Carillon Lessons
Thursday, February 9
6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel
ZEN Meditation visit www.trinityzen.org
12
Friday, February 10
-.30 p.m. Crypt Chapel Alcove
Muslim Prayers -
Sunday, February 12
5:15 p.m. Trinity Vespers
Music by Chapel Singers, Sermon by Jamie Tracey '06
Holy Eucharist follows in Crypt Chapel
9 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass
Monday, February 13
9 p.m. verger's Room
AGAPE Women's Bible Study
•Featured Event
The Hispanic Studies Program presents
Screening & Round
Table Discussion of.
"Ritmo"
Thursday, February 9
7 p.m. McCook Auditorium
Classifieds'
Students, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds.
Looking for babysitters or someone to rake
your leaves? Want to see furniture or appli-
ances from your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classifieds section for
just 30 cents a word.
E-mailinquiriestotripod@trincoll.edu
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Hockey Team Drops Two Tilts Wrestling Earns a
Victory, Loses TwoBy GEOFF SCHNEIDERSPORTS EDITORThe Trinity women's hockey
team continues to struggle to score
goals this season, as they dropped a
pair of NESCAC games this week-
end to Colby, 2-1, and Bowdoin, 10-
3.
The team has scored more than
two goals only twice in the last 10
games and hasn't won in nine con-
tests. Trinity went stride for stride
with a tough Colby team, but even-
tually lost by a one goal margin, 2-
1.
Colby scored two first period
goals to take the 2-0 lead but Trinity
fought back, eventually cutting the
score in half 15 minutes into the
third period on an unassisted
Michelle Chee '09 goal.
Overall Trinity out-shot the
White Mules 13-9 in the third peri-
od, taking control of the game and
getting several good chances to
upset Colby.
But the visitors managed to hold
on for the 2-1 victory, despite the
valiant Bantam effort.
Courtney Bergh '06 made a
game-high 38 saves in the loss.
After the first two goats it was a
great game.
Said Bergh, "After the first two
goals it was a great game. We played
really hard, but unfortunately we
lost on two goals that were complete
flukes. The first one bounced off of
my pad and literally rolled into the
goal."
The second Colby goal was
scored on a freak play. The Colby
player fired a pass from the corner
that bounced off a stick in front and
"four skates," according to Bergh.
Trinity caught a break of its own
later on in the period when a Colby
shot bounced off Bergh's arm and
right to another player, but Bergh
pounced on the loose puck before
the Colby player could put it into the
net.
Bergh continued, "To their cred-
it, Colby played really well and the
puck bounced their way, but the
game should show that we are a
good team."
Saturday night's bout against
ninth-ranked Bowdoin was too
much for Trinity, as the Bantams
fell, 10-3, to the national power.
Trinity actually opened. up the
scoring in the first period on the
strength of a Jessica Keeley '06 goal
on passes from Chee and Erin
Fitzgerald only a minute into the
game.
After a Bowdoin goal several
minutes later Kara Douglas '08 reg-
istered a power play goal with
assists going to Tara Borowski '06
and Emmy Handy '08 eight minutes
into the first to take the lead. ]
However, this would be the clos- j
est Trinity would come to victory as |
Bowdoin dominated the rest of the
game, putting 45 shots on net and
allowing only 15 from Trinity.
Borowski did manage to register
another goal five minutes into the
third period on a feed from Chee
and Handy, but it was too little too
late. I
Helen McCarthy '08 made 28 '
saves to start the game while Alison
Parpal '08 came in to the game in the
third to make eight saves of her
own.
Said Bergh, "We were doing
really well, but we struggled in the
second period and once you go
down by five goals in a hockey
game, it is hard to come back. In the
third period, we had a solid effort,
but there were some let downs,
which led to the final three goals."
Trinity hopes to get back on
track next week when they play
Salve Regina and MIT in a couple of
non-league match ups before play-
ing Williams and Middlebury next
week in NESCAC match-ups. Says
Bergh, "For the moment we are
focused on winning our game
against MIT."
By BRENDAN MURRAY
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity wrestling team
picked up a win in a quad meet at
Springfield over the weekend, but
the Bantams dropped two more
matches to bring their season record
to 9-14-1.
The Bantams have won three of
their last five, including two home
Mike Blair continued his dominance
with two pins — one coming in
under a minute — and a forfeit victo-
ry. Tri-captain Luis Murillo, '06,
also picked up a one-sided, 11-1 vic-
tory against Plymouth State's Seth
Nolda. Along with Blair's three vic-
tories, Brown and Marra also added
victories in the Springfield and
Plymouth matches, and Hernandez,
Edwin Pratt
Trinity's Joe Hern '08 strains against a Plymouth State opponent on the road.
Edwin Pratt
Captain Jessica Keeley '06 leads the Lady Bantams in hockey over the weekend, but the team struggled and finished 0-2
wins to open the month of February,
after a forgettable month of
December.
To open the month of February^
Trinity defeated Southern Maine 28-
15, including a fali victory for senior
tri-captain and All-American heavy-
weight Mike Blair.
Senior tri-captain William
Moyet also registered a victory
against the Southern Maine
Huskies, The Bantams then went on
to clinch a victory against the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy, thanks to
another fall victory by Blair,
Keith Hernandez, '09, Jeff
Marra, '09, Joe Hern, '08, Trevor
Brown, '07, and Nikolai Harovas,
'08, all registered victories against
Southern Maine as well. Moyet,
Hernandez, Brown, Harovas, and
Jay Ray, '08, picked up victories
against the Coast Guard Bears in
addition to Blair's fall.
This past weekend, though, was
a mixed' bag for Trinity. The
Bantams lost 31-15 to Springfield -
ranked third in New England - and
45-3 to Johnson and Wales, ranked
first in New England.
However, the team wrapped up
the meet with a come-from-behind
victory over Plymouth State, 28-15.
Murillo, and Hern also won their
Plymouth matches.
The month of January left the
Bantams unable to record a winning
season, as Trinity went 3-10-1 to
start 2006. That included four
straight losses to McDaniel,
Oneonta State, Wesleyan, and
Williams.
Things have turned around
recently as the calendar changed.
"We got off to a slow start," says
Blair. "But each week we [continue]
to show improvement and the
momentum the team1 hasvhujlt will
carry us into New Englands***vWth«,,
confidence."
Trinity has one match before the
aforementioned New England
College Conference Wrestling
Association Championships com-
mence on February 18th and 19th,;
The team will hope tp,*ise'""*the
NECCWAs to gaifi momentum ror
next season.
"We have a young team this
year, with only three seniors and
two. juniors." Mike Blair said, "I
think for Trinity wrestling to have a
successful season next year, this
year's freshmen and sophomores
see BLAIR on page 21
OUR TOP 10
0RADUATE
MAJORSs
MBA
Physician Assistant
Interactive
Communications,
Teaching
Biomedical Sciences
Molecular/Cell Biology
Journalism
Nursing
Accounting
Computer Information
Systems
QUINNIPIAC IT:
RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program
continues to prepare business professionals for the realities of •
management in global, technology-driven work environments
in specializations such as:
• MBA WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE,
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING
• MBA - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST* TRACK
• MBA IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
YOUR NiXT MOVE
MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
Sheila VVycfnowski, Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at
An/iily High School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac
students. They have a clear understanding of lesson planning and
classroom management and the balance between them." She also-
characterizes Quinnipiac students as articulate, creative, able to
encourage higher-level thinking in students, and able to incorporate
technology into their teaching,--
Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally
accredited business program, the master of arts in leaching (MAT)
program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed
to thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more
information, call 1-800-462-1944 or visit www.quinnlpiac.edki .
QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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Men's Hoops Mauls Panthers
By CAT MAHER
SPORTS WRITER
The men's basketball team's
hard work has paid off; the Bantams
have entered the D3Hoops.com
National Poll for the first time this
season, at No. 25. In addition, Pat
Martin '07 was selected as the
NESCAC Player pf the Week for the
second time this season in recogni-
tion of his tremendous games
against Colby and Bowdoin, averag-
ing 17.5 points, five hoards, and
eight dishes for the two games. He
also made five out of 10 shots from
three-point range and 12-of-lifrom
the foul line.
"I'm not sure if any of us really
pay that close attention to the
National Rankings," stated Russ
Martin '08. "With how much we
have ahead of us, we really can't.
National Rankings are great and
obviously it's an honor to have peo-
ple believe that we belong there, but
in the end we realize the ranking
doesn't mean much."
The Bantams extended their
winning streak to seven games on
Friday night when they defeated
Middlebury College Panthers, 79-68
on the road.
Trinity improved to 16-3 overall
and 6-0 in the NESCAC with the
win, while the Panthers dropped to
12-8 and 1-5 in the league.
The Panthers, who were trailing
by double digits from the start of the
second half, cut the lead to nine at
62-53 on a lay-up with 7:06 remain-
ing.
Co-captain Tyler Rlioten '06,
fresh off becoming Trinity's all-time
leading scorer, kept on scoring
against Middlebury. The veteran
forward helped the Bantams fend
off a Middlebury surge late in the
second half to preserve the victory.
After Middlebury cut an 18-
point deficit midway through the
second half to just two points at the
1:45 mark, Rlioten made a tradition-
al three-point play on a lay-up and a
free throw to extend the lead to five.
Trinity was able to get to the line
19 times in the game, capitalizing on
Edwin Pratt
Guard Kino Clarke '07 drives past a defender for an eventual lay-up last week.
the free shots by shooting an
impressive 18-for-19. The 95 per-
cent shooting performance kept the
Panthers at bay down the stretch, as
the visitors hit all five attempts in
the final 1:12 to extend their lead
back to double digits.
Kino Clarke '07 led all scorers
with 31 points. Rhoten finished
with 19 points, including 17 in the
second half to extend his double-
digit scoring streak to 95 games, and
added a game-high 10 boards. Pat
Martin tallied 17 points for the
Bantams.
"Middlebury is a very tough
place to play, so to come out of there
with a win was great," said Russ
Martin. "It was kind of a game of
runs, with us going up early, and
them bringing it all the way back to
only being down by two, and'then us
going on a final run to close the
game. It was a great team win and
everybody contributed."
On Saturday, the Bantams lost
for the first time in eight garnes to
the Williams College Ephs, as
Trinity dropped their first NESCAC
game of the year, 77-52. The Ephs
improved to 17-5 overall and 4-2 in
the league.
Williams used a 12-4 run late in
the first half to take a 40-29 lead
with just over two minutes remain-
ing before the break. The Bantams
hung around in the opening minutes
of the second half, but the Ephs
extended the lead to 20 points and
secured the victory.
Rhoten had a game-high 15
points and six rebounds, while Pat
Martin added 14 and Michael Hoar
'07 pulled down a team-high eight
boards.
"Obviously you don't want to
lose, especially a game within the
NESCAC," stated Russ Martin, "but
fat day ... we just have to get back
to work and concentrate on what we
have ahead of us, which is a huge
weekend with Tufts and Bates at
home playing for the NESCAC reg-
ular season championship."
Blair Leads Young [Women's Basketball Goes 1-1
Bantam Wrestling
continued from page 20
will have to step up and fill roles
that normally seniors are responsi-
ble for."
Tri-captain Moyet agrees with
Blair's assessment about players
having to step up to fill the shoes of
others. "Having a small team is def-
initely tough on us, especially when
more time together when they
become juniors and seniors."
The Bantams will be hoping to
erase the memory of a 14th-place
finish at the NECCWA Duals.
Championship in late January.
"It'll definitely be a breath of
fresh air if we can do well [at the
NECCWA Championship]," says
Moyet. "because it will prove to us
Edwin Pratt
The Bantam wrestlers have suffered from lack of experience during this season.
a teammate gets sick or injured." He
also says that the youth of the team
presents a challenge at times, but
sees a long-term benefit for the pro-
gram: "... it benefits us in a sense...
[since] more than half the team are
sophomores and freshmen, that
means those guys will have spent
that we have a solid team and
wrestling program."
* Trinity wraps up its regular sea-
son this Saturday at Bridgewater
State, and will be looking for a win
to help give them momentum head-
ing to the New England
Championship in two weekends.
Power Rankings
The weekly power rankings are based purely
on the past week's games. Cumulative sea-
son results and records are not taken into
consideration.
l . MEN'S SQUASH
Instant classic in win over third-ranked
Princeton and nation's top individual, fol-
lowed by trouncing second-ranked Harvard,
8-1
2. WOMAN'S SQUASH
The third ranked Bantams beat second-
ranked Harvard, led by the third-ranked play-
er in the nation, Vaidehi Reddy '07
3. MEN'S BASKETBALL
Caught a break after first NESCAC loss of the
year at Williams when Bates lost their first, as
well, keeping the teams tied and Trinity's
hopes of hosting the NESCAC tournament
alive
4. MEN'S ICE HOCKEY
Another inconsistent weekend for the men's
hockey team, but still managed a win and tie
in three games for three NESCAC league
points
5. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Played all three opponents tough and man-
aged a win against Middlebury, but it's way
too little, way too late
ByTARAFINUCANE
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR
After facing great adversity in
recent weeks, the Trinity women's
basketball team has continued to
raise their level of play.
With Captain Deidre Savageau
'06 sidelined due to her second torn
ACL and several other absences
from the roster, the team overcame
these obstacles and has shown
tremendous unity on the court
Savageau commented on their
loss to Western Conn. (62-56) with a
positive attitude, saying, "We did a
good job of coming back after being
down by 20 points. They had 15
players on their roster compared to
our eight. This limited number def-
initely affects us when other teams
are subbing frequently, but Coach
has us in really good shape."
After the loss, their fifth straight,
Coach Davis said, "We are down' to
eight players. We will fight 'tooth
and nail' this weekend and see what
happens. At this point I just want us
to play hard and with urgency."
Heading into their next game, it
was apparent that the women under-
stood their coach's demands.
Responding after the Western
Conn, loss with a great effort on
both ends of the floor against
Middlebury, Trinity came away with
the win, 63-59 on Friday night.
Sarah Cox '07 had 18 points,
six rebounds, four steals and four
assists to help her team reach its
long overdue victory.
Leigh Melanson '07 scored 12
points, while Catherine Maher '07
finished with 17 points, while going
4-4 at the foul line.
The trio of Cox, Melanson, and
Maher understood Coach Davis's
sense of urgency early in the game
and scored 26 of the team's 28
points in the first half and giving the
effort their coach was looking for
from the start.
After the close first half, Mary
Lennick '07 set the tone of the sec-
ond half by scoring to put Trinity
ahead immediately out of the locker
room.
After the successful perform-
ance at Ferris on Friday night
against Middlebury, the energy of
the team did not let up.
The win acted as a confidence
builder to lead them into their next
game against Williams, ranked at
the top of the conference.
Although the outcome was.not
as stellar as Friday's game," the
intensity was just as high, as neither
team held a commanding lead
throughout. The Trinity defense"
was able to keep the point deficit
between three and seven during the
game, as the Bantams poise and
confidence kept them within strik-
ing distance until the. final buzzer
sounded.
During warm-ups, Williams ran
sharp execution which they seemed
to use to intimidate opponents. The
home team was not shaken, howev-
see TOO on page 22
Edwin Pratt
The women's basketball team has found winning difficult late in the season.
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Men's Hockey Nets a Victory
By GEOFF SCHNEIDER
SPORTS EDITOR
The inconsistency that has
plagued the Trinity men's ice hockey
team the entire season continued
this week as Trinity posted a 1-1-1
record against NESCAC rivals
Wesleyan, Connecticut College, and
Tufts.
Trinity began play last Tuesday
at Wesleyan where they came away
with a 2-2 tie.
Wesleyan scored the first goal of
the game seven minutes into the sec-
ond period to take a 1-0 lead, but
Daniel Maturi '08 evened the score
with three minutes to play in the
second on a power play goal with
assists coining from Chris Diozzi
'09 and Rico Murtha '06.
Murtha notched his second point
of the night halfway through the
third period on a goal from Simone
Dionne '07 and Ryan Masucci '09
with 10 minutes to play but the
Cardinals got the equalizer and
eventual game-tying goal six min-
utes later.. The two teams played a
spirited overtime but couldn't come
up with the winner, as Henry Breslin
'06 made 27 saves in the tie. Trinity
followed the tie with a win against
Conn College on Friday night, 5-2,
for the team's first victory in eight
games.
Maturi opened the scoring for
the Bantams four minutes in on a
feed from Bryan Crabtree '06 and
Dionne.
Trinity continued the scoring
early in the second period with
Cameron Finch's '06 shot with
assists coming from John Halverson
'07 and Diozzi. After a Camel
power play goal, Tom Price '09
increased the lead to 3-1 with two
Edwin Prall
Bill Maheras '07 faces-off, as his team went 1-1-1 in action this past weekend.
Squash Team Picks
Up Win after Loss
continued from page 24
into the weekend's match with an
impressive 6-2 record in her young
collegiate career. The Malmoe,
Sweden native made quick work of
Allison Fast, winning each of the
three first games in decisive fash-
ion, 9-2, 9-2, and 9-3. • Detter made
such quick work of Fast, that she
was almost done with her match
before Trinity Vaidehi. Reddy '07
was even done warming up on the
court next door to Detter.
Reddy, the third-ranked player
in the nation, played Supriya
Balsekar; ranked 14th in the nation,
and proved to be too much for
Balsekar to handle.
Reddy fought through the first
game by the exciting score of 10-8.
Reddy then came back and won the
second game with a little more
breathing room in a 9-6 score.
Reddy shut her out in the third and
minutes to play in the second. Finch
made it 4-1 just five minutes into the
final period with an assist from John
Newhall '06, and after a Conn
College goal, Chris Powers '09
scored the final goal of the game on
a pass from Diozzi and Finch, his
third point of the night and 100th of
his Trinity career, while Breslin
made 37 saves in the victory. "The
Conn College game was a great
example of what we're capable of
doing. We got great goaltending
and we managed to get the offense
going. If we can do that for every
game those no question that we can
still make some noise in the
NESCAC tournament," tri-captain
Brendan Timmins '06 said.
Trinity could not continue the
momentum Saturday night, as it
dropped a road contest against
Tufts, 5-2. The Bantams actually
began the night with a two-goal
lead. A Halverson goal five minutes
in on a feed from Diozzi and Finch,
combined with a Tom Price '09 goal
on assists from Timmins and
Halverson gave Trinity a 2-0 lead,
but it would surrender five straight
unanswered goals to lose the confer-
ence match up.
"We needed the Tufts game. We
were up by two goals and we let
them right back in the game. This
hurts us in the league standings but
we know we can only look up now.
We shot ourselves in the foot in this
game and we just need to pick up
and move on," Timmins said.
The road doesn't get any easier
for the Bantams as they host confer-
ence powers Bowdoin and Colby
next weekend in a pivotal battle for
a home playoff game in the post sea-
son.
Says Timmins, "we need to put
some wiiis together to close out the
season. Bowdoin and Colby are two
of the top teams, so it'll be fun."
•V*,
era
Edwin Pratt
Trinity Defenseman Barrett Wilson-Murphy '06 winds up for a shot last week.
Too Little, Too Late
for Women's Hoops
continued from page 21
er. To the surprise of Williams,
Trinity maintained a mental calm-
ness and physical presence that had
the Ephs on edge.
After the opening tip, however,
Trinity had to deal with a powerful
Williams frontline, and the team
found themselves at a serious height
disadvantage.
With seven Williams players
listed at six feet or above, Trinity
forwards Lindsey Freeman '06 and
Jasmine Johnson '07 had their hands
full the entire game. The Purple
Cows still found difficulty out-
rebounding Trinity. The talent of
Williams prevailed, however, 75-69.
Cox collected a game-high 24
points and added three blocked shots.
Melanson had 13 points and five
rebounds, while Mary Lennick led
the game in assists with eight.
Savageau stated afterwards, "We
have to be happy with that [effort]
considering the circumstances. Our
team worked so hard and competed
against a good team, but we are not
satisfied with just competing — we
want to get some wins."
With two games-iefLfco^glose the
season, the Bantams will seek*those*
victories as they face Tufts and Bates
on the road next week. With an over-
all record of 7-13, the two, games are
of enormous importance if Trinity
wants to finish strong.
final game of this 3-0 match.
Lauren Polonich '08 pulled out
an impressive upset over the sec-
ond-ranked player in the nation,
Harvard's Kyle Grigg. Polom'ch,
who is ranked 1 Ofh in the nation her-
self, jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead
in the match.
Grigg then came back and took
the next game, but could not fend
off Polonich's attack much longer
and lost the match 3-1.
Co-captain Larissa Stephenson
'06 ended the day on a strong note
for the Bantams with a competitive
five-game win in the number one
match of the afternoon.
Stephenson, ranked eighth in the
nation, pulled the victory out against
Lily Lorentzen. Though Lorentzen
put up a fight, Stephenson separated
herself from the competition with
impressive 9-6 and 9-2 victories in
the last two games of the day's
match.
Sam Lin
Trinity women's squash got back in the win column with a win over Harvard.
A mentor has the ability to V C l i I I the respect of First-Year
students by helping them make a smooth transition to college.
Freshmen often give their mentors V l C O - L l for helping them
feel more comfortable at Trinity.
The mentor has the tools ClI lCL resources to assist fellow
students to get the most from their tuition 1 1 1 O i l v V by
encouraging them to take advantage of all the opportunities
available at Trinity, both in and out of the classroom.
APPLY TO BE A FIRST-YEAR MENTOR
Earn $500 + Programming Money
and
1.5 credits in ONE SEMESTER!!!
New: No Freshman Housing Requirements!
Interested Sophomores and Juniors
Please attend one of the information sessions hosted by current Mentors
Monday, February 13th at 7:15 pm—Rittenburg
Wednesday, February 22nd at 7:15 pnf—Rittenburg
Pick op an application in the First-Year Program Office (Jones Basement)
Applications Due by Friday, March 10th, 2006
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Records Secondary for Rhoten | Bants Win Thrilling
continued from page 24
Trinity, Rhoten lists the players on
the team, the beauty of the campus,
and his relationship with Head
Coach Stanley Ogrodnik. He places
much more emphasis, however, on
the location — only two hours from
his Ridgewood, NJ home, enabling
his parents to watch his games on a
regular basis. But why conclude his
football career? Rhoten says he
played every sport, but there was
just "something special about bas-
ketball."
Growing up, two people had
major influences on his basketball
development. The first, to the
approval of Jumpman-clad team-
hustling, he would yell at me in the
car ride home. From that, I have
learned more than anything."
After arriving at Trinity, Rhoten
made an immediate impression.
"You knew he was going to be
good," says Stonely. "He came in
and dominated right away at prac-
tice. He has the skills and the work
ethic, so you knew he was going to
be a special player."
In the 2002-2003 season,
Rhoten's freshman year, Coach
Ogrodnik brought the forward off
the bench against Montclair State.
In his first few minutes, he defended
a 6-11 transfer out of a Division I
school and was surprisingly suc-
cessful. "This was his first game
Edwin Pratt
Tyler Rhoten '06 reacts to an official's call against Bowdoin last weekend.
mate Tyler Simms '08, was Michael
Jordan. "He is definitely someone
that made me love the game," says
Rhoten. "I was an '80s baby and a
'90s teen, and he was the sports hero
then. He was jyst a guy who loved
the game and gave it everything he
had and I have always really
respected and liked him."
Rhoten's work ethic stems from
the secopd
ever, against a 6-11, D-I player, and
Tyler finished with 16 or 18 points,"
says Tabb. "It gave us an insight
into things to come."
Rhoten has numerous individual
honors; All-Conference, All-
Region, and All-America team
selections, NESCAC Player of the
Week awards, and a Josten's Trophy
Finalist selection. He has nearly one
have 30 in a game [but] if I wasn't enough hardware to run five-on-five
Scoreboard
MEN'S BASKETBALL
W 79-68 Fri., Feb 3 over Middlebury
L 77-52 Sat. Feb. 4 to Williams
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
L 62-56 Tues., Jan. 31 to Western Connecticut
W 63-59 Fri., Feb. 3 over Middlebury
L 75-69 Sat., Feb. 4 to Williams
MEN'S HOCKEY
T 2-2 Tues., Jan. 3 lwith Wesleyan
W 5-2 Fri., Feb. 3 over Conn College
L 5-2 Sat., Feb. 4 to Tufts
WOMEN'S HOCKEY
L 2-1 Fri., Feb. 3 to Colby
L 10-3 Sat., Feb. 4 to Bowdoin
MEN'S SQUASH
W 5-4 Wed., Feb. 1 over Princeton
W 8-1 Sat., Feb. 4 over Harvard
WOMAN'S SQUASH
W 6-3 Sat., Feb. 4 over Harvard
WRESTLING
L 31-15 Sat, Feb. 4 to Springfield St.
W 28-15 Sat., Feb. 4 over Plymouth St.
L 45-3 Sat, Feb. 4 to Johnson and Wales
fullcourt, plus subs. Yet Rhoten val-
ues team success above so many
awards.praising individual achieve-
ment: "I have since freshman year
gone into every game with the same
thoughts: 16 points, 10 boards, and a
win, and honestly if the win comes
the other two don't really matter."
Tabb cites Rhoten's captaincy as
his best accomplishment, as the sen-
ior has embraced the role of leader
this season. "He could probably
score 28 or 29 points a game, but he
realizes he doesn't have to," says
Coach Tabb. "He's done a great job
deferring and getting other guys
great shots."
The evidence supports the
coach's claim, as newcomers Paul
Rowe '09, Aaron Westbrooks '09,
and Pat Martin '07 have become
integral components of the success-
ful team.
Like Coach Tabb, Trinity men's
basketball players refer to moments
occurring off the court in defining
their teammate. "I think our favorite
memory is when we were celebrat-
ing a good win, and, in jubilation,
Tyler picked Fitzy [Eddie
Fitzgerald] up, put him on a table,
and told him to dance," laughs
Finnegan. "It was pretty hilarious."
Rhoten responds humbly to all
the praise, stating, "I've had the
honor of playing with some of the
greatest players and people I know.
I have made a lot of life-long friends
playing ball here, which is way
more important than the [scoring]
record."
But what about the time com-
mitment, the hard work it took to
earn that record? Rhoten shrugs. "It
was a special moment, but as every-
one knows, records are made to be
wrelEis one is too, -which is how
it is supposed to be."
Match at the Wire
continued from page 24
ing out flat, Trinity again took
advantage of playing at home and
looked as sharp as ever, dropping
only six out of 30 games. The
Bantams dominated in the interna-
tional battle, cruising to an 8-1 vic-
tory.
Vora (9-0, 9-2, 9-2) and Pereira
"My main focus
was to perform
my absolute best
performance and
to stay calm."
— Gustav Detter '09
(9-0, 9-3, 9-0) led the way, while
Manek Mathur '09 played well,
winning 9-0, 9-1, 9-6. Coach
Assaiante was proud of his team,
saying, "To be as dominant as we
were today was pretty special."
Over the next two weeks, Trinity
will finally get a chance to rest and
regroup. This weekend, they host
the NESCAC Tournament, which
serves as an opportunity for Coach
Assaiante to rest his best players by
playing lower spots on the roster.
The team .also has a doubleheader
on Feb. 14 against Tufts and Brown,
again at home.
Ultimately, the wins over
Princeton and Harvard served as
more than just extensions of
Trinity's win streak (now at 136
matches). The Bantams will likely
move on to the CSA Team
Championship (beginning Feb. 17)
as the top seed, playing either
Princeton or Harvard after their bye
week. With momentum and confi-
dence, Trinity has every reason to
expect another victory. As Vora
states, "This is what Trinity squash
is all about: heart, courage and most
importantly an insatiable desire to
win."
"StatoftheWeek"
136
Number of consecutive team victories by
men's squash. Princeton nearly ended "The
Streak" last Wednesday, coming within one
game point of toppling #1 Trinity before
Gustav Detter '09 rallied for the victory. For
more details, see Detter, Bantams on page 24.
Sports in Brief
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Fri., Feb. 10 vs. Tufts, 7:30 p.m.
Sat, Feb. 11 vs. Bates, 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Fri", Feb 10 @Tufts, 7:30 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 1F@ Bates, 3 p rn.
MEN'S SQUASH
Fri. - Sun., Feb. 10 - 12, NESCAC Tournament, T.B.A.
Tues., Feb. 14 vs. Tufts/Brown, 4 p.m./7 p.m.
WOMEN'S SQUASH
Sat. & Sun., Feb. 11 & 12, NESCAC Tournament, T.B.A.
' WRESTLING
Sat, Feb. 11 @Bridgewater, RIC, 2 p.m.
MEN'S/WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 10 & 11 @ Boston Univ. Valentine Invitational, 4 p.m. & 10 a.m.
' ' MEN'S ICE HOCKEY ' .. '
Fri., Feb. 10 vs. Bowdoin, 7:45 p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - '
Fri., Feb. 10 @ MIT, 7p.m.
Game Cancelled for WecL, Feb. 8 vs. Salve Regina
Check out this week's Power Rankings, page 21 Look for the new Stat of the Week, page 23 Scoreboard, page 23
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Detter, Bantams Defeat Princeton in Dramatic Way
By PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
"The Streak is over." Those
words were a single point away
from holding true, as Princeton eyed
what looked to be a win against
Trinity on Wednesday.
Heading into the final match
against the third-ranked Tigers, it
looked as if this would not be anoth-
er undefeated season for the home
team.
With only a lopsided contest
remaining to decide which team
would walk away victorious, Head
Coach Paul Assaiante spoke for
many when he recalled, "We were
done." But just like the biblical tale,
David toppled Goliath, and "The
Streak" lives on.
In many ways, the circum-
stances leading up to that pivotal
match might never have occurred.
Tri-captain Yvain Badan '06 says,
"As coach said during the team
meeting following the Feb. 1 home
match, 'We had a few fantastic
games ... and a few horrendous
[ones].'"
From early in the season, Coach
Assaiante did not expect his num-
ber-one player to win every match
against the nation's top individuals,
and he counted on his team's depth
to compensate.
Even though players like
Eduardo Pereira '07 and Sahil Vora
'07 stepped up their games in very
strong wins, unexpected losses at
the bottom of the ladder contributed
to the night's building drama.
The pivotal number-two match-
up, featuring Trinity's Shaun
Johnstone '07, could have put
Trinity up 5-3 overall with a win.
Johnstone built a one-game lead
(4-9, 9-4, 9-1) but ultimately let the
victory slip away. His opponent
never gave Johnstone a chance to
put him away and defeated him in
the last two games 3-9, 2-9 for the
win.
The match was now in the hands
of freshman standout Gustav Detter
'09. While Detter had earned the top
spot on the team with his great play
and maturity as a freshman, his
Sam Lin
Trinity men's squash was in action this weekend against nationally ranked opponents Princeton and Harvard, beating both.
opponent seemed too exceptional
for Trinity to have a chance.
The nation's top-ranked player,
Princeton's Yasser El-Halaby had
suffered only a single defeat in his
run as the three-time Intercollegiate
National Champion. Coach
Assaiante did not enjoy placing
Detter in such a difficult situation,
but the Trinity number one was
ready to compete.
"I was very nervous going into
the match because I did not expect it
would be me that would decide the
match," says Detter. "I did not think
I would win, but my main focus was
to perform my absolute best per-
formance and to stay calm."
Against all odds, however, the
Bantams never lost hope.
El-Halaby took an early lead by
securing the first game, 7-9, but the
crowd rallied to the home team's
cause. The Princeton tri-captain
seized the second game, 5-9, before
building a 6-8 advantage in the
third.
Despite this lead, his confidence
seemed shaken. Spending more time
looking at the judges than at the ball,
El-Halaby did not display the ability
to finish matches that Coach
Assaiante recalls him having
throughout his career.
Seeing an opportunity as his
opponent faltered, Detter stole the
third game 10-8. "After the two
games, I felt I could win [the
match]," says Detter. "[El-Halaby]
became tired and I became stronger.
I was in a zone."
With the crowd's energy build-
Sam Lin
Gustav Detter '09 celebrates with fans.
ing on every point, Detter played
flawlessly through the final rally.
He won the last two games, 9-1,9-2,
dropping to his knees as his team-
mates swarmed the court and
wrapped him in the Swedish flag to
honor his homeland as so many
Olympians have done.
The victory produced a new
challenge for team: gearing up
quickly for another top matchup
against second-ranked Harvard.
Badan stated between matches,
"We are a little caught up in this
happy cloud, but we need to take
care of our bodies and get mentally
ready again,' because Harvard will
be just as hard on SatuP
Coach Assaiante agreed
admitted there was "little [the team]
could do" over the next two days to
remain focused. :
The match against Harvard,
however, put the worries of Coach
Assaiante to rest. Rather than com-.
Basketball's Rhoten a Success
By JASON ACUNZO
SPORTS EDITOR
"Tyler Rhoten [06] is the con-
ductor of this train. He gets us up
and out of the station. He's the type
of kid that's always throwing coal on
the fire — getting everyone going,"
says Eddie, Fitzgerald '06 of his
teammate. With two regular-season
games remaining in their college
careers, the senior men's basketball
players admit they've had some fun
watching power forward Rhoten
rewrite school records this season.
"He curses a lot. Kind of scary,"
jokes teammate Tom Finnegan '06
about the team co-captain. "He
leads by scare tactics and intimida-
tion. Very effective." The seniors
seem to have plenty of ammunition
when joking about their college
careers together.
All kidding aside, "Ty Boogie"
is averaging 21.8 points and. 7.8
rebounds per game this season and
is one of the most driven athletes his
coaches have ever seen. "Tyler has
come back an improved player each
yearj" says assistant coach Sean
Tabb. "He's the most self-disci-
plined kid I've ever seen. Every
time lie steps on the court, he's the
best conditioned athlete out there."
Teammate Wesley Stonely '06.
agrees with his coach: "Tyler has
accomplished so much, yet lie is still
the hardest-working kid on the
team." '
, After averaging 19.8 points and
7.8 rebounds per game as a fresh-
man in the 2002-2003 season,
Rhoten made it hard for Trinity's
coaches to find a weakness in his
game. Yet Rhoten continued to
work, adding an outside jump shot
to his repertoire, making life
increasingly difficult for opposing
defenses. "He's at the point now
where he's as good [of] a 17,18 foot
shooter - I don't care if you're
[Division I, II, or III] - he's as good
a shooter out there as you're going to
see," says Tabb.
It's been Rhoten's work ethic, his
ongoing improvement, which has
allowed him to enjoy one of the
most successful careers in Trinity
men's basketball history. His per-
formance in January exemplifies his
impact on the record books. On Jan.
10, in a win at Springfield, he scored
22 points, the seventh of which
vaulted him past Ken Abere '86 to
become Trinity's all-time leading
scorer with 1,817 career points.
Less than two weeks later, on Jan.
21, Rhoten's eighth point against
Wesleyan gave him 2,000 career
points — the first player to eclipse
thislofty mark.
Rhoten wasn't always a lock for
Trinity's recruiters — they had to
compete with D-I scholarship offers
coming from Syracuse for football
and Lafayette, Colgate, and Holy
Cross for basketball. Tabb admits,
"We didn't think we had a shot with
him at first." But Trinity appealed
to Rhoten, who says that scholarship
offers were not the deciding factors.
Among the reasons he came to
see RECORDS on page 23
Reddy Leads Bants
Past Rival Harvard
Edwin Pratt
Men's basketball all-time leading scorer Tyler Rhoten '06 has 2,084 career pts.
By ANDREW BUCHBINDER
SPORTS WRITER
The excitement and anticipation
buzzing around the Kellner Center
this past Saturday" lived up to the
hype as Trinity's Women's Squash
team pulled out a victory over the
visiting Harvard Crimson.
The Bantams came into action
this weekend ranked third in the
nation, and proved their legitimacy
as a top team in the country by beat-
ing the second-ranked Crimson.
The Bantams afternoon started a
little shakily as Fernanda Rocha '07,
ranked 24th in the nation, dropped a
hard-fought match to Harvard's
Lydia Williams. Rocha struggled
early on in the match and lost the
first game by a score of 9-3. She
was not quite able to rebound in the
riext two games, and ended up los-
ing the match 3-0.
Siobhan Knight '07 was making
quick work • of her opponent,
Harvard's Sarah Thoradike. Knight
jumped out to a 9-1 victory in the
first game of the match, and then
kept the pressure on Thoradike with
an impressive 9-0 shutout victory in
the second game. Knight, who leads
the Bantams with 10 wins on the
season, decided that she was more
than ready to end her afternoon of
competition as she tore through
Thomdike in the final game of a 3-0
match.
Co-captains Margot Kearney
'06 and Isa Restrepo '06 took to the
courts next for Trinity, and battled
Harvard's Laura Delano and Audrey
Duboc, respectively. Kearney, with
the support from her own private
cheering section, won the grueling
match against Delano by the score
of3-0. •
. Kearney was able to hold on to
an exciting victory in game one (9-
7), and then put together an emphat-
ic 9-1 win in the second game of the
match.
Despite being down by two
games, Delano proved that she was
not going down without a fight in
the third game. Kearney fell behind
early in the third game, but battled
back to tie the score at 4-4. Kearney
and Delano traded blows back and
forth, and the match was finally
decided in an exhilarating 10-8
score as Kearney swept Delano.
Much like Kearney, Restrepo
jumped out to an early lead in the
match with a 9-1 victory in the first
game. However, Duboc came back
and, took the next three games and
the match. Restrepo, who is ranked
16th in the nation, was attempting
an upset over the 13th ranked
Duboc, but it proved to not be in the
cards this weekend.
Bantam Anna Detter '09 came
see SQUASH on page 22
